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DIRECTOR, PNPA

Message of the Director

The Philippine National Police Academy has been defined by inevitable adversities that notched its
pillars. Amidst all of those, the institution remained resilient, ascertaining a solid groundwork for the holistic
development of cadets.
It is a misconception that confines and or restricts our thoughts toward things. The past is not a
modification to our existing situation and neither will the future swerve from this norm. We are merely in a
revolution of “infinite today.” Clasping a new period of time does not merely tell the tolerance of transformation.
Accepting the new era is like sneaking to the sunrise. It is not a day totally different from yesterday; but rather
it is just part of a long tapestry of a new period of time.
The unending process of unfolding every second of our lives is something that is difficult to grasp,
consequently we brace it into paralleling our past to our present spot and for us to further comprehend our
future existence. One can attribute the notion that a cadet’s stay in the academy is relatively proportional to
the level of the period of maturity of the cadets. This is because being a cadet has functions which prepares
him or her for future accountabilities, duties, and obligations of coast-to-coast concern. Hence, a definite level
of maturity is indispensable.
The institution will never delay its drifts towards growth and development. It will continue to foster
and train cadets who are capable of breaking the hues and transforming it into something great at the
right spot. These are cadets who will strive for excellence and prove their worth as officers-to-be in the
field of public safety.
To clasp a new period of time is like embracing the continuum of life no matter how it would look!

PBGEN ARCADIO A JAMORA JR
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COMMANDANT OF CADETS

Message of the Commandant of Cadets
Embarking on the road less travelled is a lifelong journey that redefined who you are. Many were
called, but only few were chosen to traverse the path that will make you responsible public safety officers
that will champion the interest of the general public. It is indeed a great privilege to be part of this prestigious
institution. Remember, being a member of the Cadet Corps of the Philippine National Police Academy entails
not just rewards but also significant sacrifices. That as a cadet, you must maintain the standards of bearing
and attitude that one must possess, that you must wake early, that you must work on keeping yourselves neat
and organized at all times, that you must ponder to limit the chances of committing violations and receiving
delinquency reports, that you must endure any weather during drills and parades, to cope with sleeplessness
during tour of duties, that you must extend your intellectual capacity for academic instructions, and to be
bound of the Honor Code and the Cadet Guide - these and other obligations a cadet must meet.
Truly, the changes in the Academy will not be an overnight success. But, I am very sure that with the
helping hand of our comrades, all things can be done. I know that it is still a long way to finally reach the
summit, fulfilling our duties and responsibilities as major players in the “Panata 2050.” However, I believe that
with our combined efforts and undying camaraderie, it will soon materialize and reach its full potential.
To my dear cadets, I wish that you will soon reach the dreams and aspirations that you have set for
yourself. Always continue to learn from the experiences that you will gain from this institution. Instill in your
mind that you should never lose hope towards achieving your goal. Emulate yourself to be a leader capable
of bringing the best out of your men and for the welfare of the general public. Continue to be traverse the path
less traveled that you, among many others have chosen and dared to walk. Always remember this, “All the
trials and tribulations that you will face in your life will soon be rewarded in God’s perfect time.”

Message from the Officer-In-Charge, Corps Publications
You, the Cadets of the Philippine National Police Academy, have developed your resiliency by overcoming all of the obstacles
that the world has thrown at us – the COVID-19 pandemic, natural disasters, and numerous organizational changes – to create the
academy’s current powerful and resilient officers and cadets. The important thing to remember is that as a future law enforcement
officer, you will be called upon to do the impossible at some point in your career. Though you may never believe it or see yourself in
this light, you will be heroes in your own right, called upon to perform deeds that few will ever comprehend, admire, or be capable
of performing. You have joined a select group of humanity of which only a select few are chosen.
  As the Officer-in-Charge of the PNPA Corp Publications,
I’ve witnessed firsthand talent, especially the intellectual prowess
of the cadets. Finding these specific cadets, encapsulating them
all in one strong organization, and allowing them to express
themselves and put their ideas on paper for others to
consume demonstrates how resilient and competent the
academy is. Don’t sully achievements by forgetting
who you are when you put on your uniform. As
guardians of the public’s security, you have
chosen a task, a calling, no less. Take the
responsibilities that come with this noble
and admirable undertaking highly.
The advantages of change,
both to the public and to police
officers, are much too significant
to be overlooked, and failure
to act would be disastrous.
As a result, we will continue
to push for change. There is
time for discussion, but not for
denial. The world around us is
changing. Successful people
and organizations will change
with it.

PLTCOL LOUIE DC GONZAGA

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE, CORPS PUBLICATIONS

Editor’s Note

To the general public, have we not encountered the global helm of the pandemic, I think we will not be able to value life
by ourselves alone, which I think is plain and simple - way beyond the loud parties, the get-away in the wee hours of the night, the
energetic crowd in supermalls, or perhaps the dinner dates in a romantic arrangement with our significant others; there’s more to life
than the barriers brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic.
The adversities we are in today is only one of the thousand eventualities in life. Perhaps, all we need is to put things
into perspective. We did not get everything we wanted because
of the pandemic, yet it is the same reason that we have started
appreciating what we have. In these times of uncertainty, know
that it is valid to feel lost. Do not reject your frustrations but never
let it consume you. It is in these dire times that we must fight and
never surrender.
		

So I say this now to my fellow cadets, it is in the
future that we will be referred to as law enforcement
officers. Be the kind of law enforcement officer who is
and will be available to aid and to validate — not to
malign, not to judge, but to listen with the third
ear. Turning to one another with a caring
heart will surely sustain the life force
for those assigned with the protection
of public safety. And just as vital is
the fact that most law enforcement
officers will remember, long
past the conclusion of any
traumatic event, and there will
be numerous of them, the
conduct of every member of
their chain of command, their
squad, their team, their POD,
and their precinct in the face
of human tragedy, who called,
who cared, who showed up.
Everyone’s day to be on the
giving and receiving end of this
will come. Decide now where
you will be standing.

CDT 1C CRIZALDO U BARCARSE JR
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, KALASAG MAGAZINE

Photo was taken prior to the pandemic.

ABOUT THE COVER
Right time. Right place. Write moment.

PUHON

Someday, in God’s Time

There are so many
ways to face the reality –
the “new normal” trend of
lifestyle that despite a year
later, hasn’t felt normal at
all, or so it seems.
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Each day older we get, everything we do
in life is creating everything that’s coming. Our
thoughts and our words become things manifest in
our lives. Every day presents a new opportunity to
grow and press forward towards success so long as
we stay in the course of believing that where we are
right now doesn’t matter, as long as we’re moving
in the right direction. But for the sake of argument,
what if at the end of the tunnel is an approaching
train? What if despite digging in, exhuming all the
greatness inside of you with inexhaustible drive
without fear of limitations, the world itself plateau?

The academy has been chiseled by
adversities that braced its walls and pillars with
chains of scaffoldings of all-inclusive change.
Despite all of those, the institution persistently
remains to be as solid and reputable as it has been
founded and recognized.
Cadetship is the vast and boundless process
of unfolding every second of a cadet’s life in the
academy and is something that is arduous and tough
to grasp, subsequently strangles it into making a
notch or scale of the past to the present situation
to stretch the array of how a cadet comprehend
his future existence. One can feature the idea
of a cadet’s stay in the academy is somewhat
comparative to the tilling of the coarse traits and
peculiarities of his individuality until reaching the
peak of being refined ready to serve the country.
This is because being a cadet has functions which
molds him for future responsibilities, duties and
obligations of state-run concern. Hence, a clear
and evident point of maturity is imperative.
The academy molds cadets to become better
versions of themselves who transform as excellent
leaders through regular sharpening of acquired
skills. The institution never defers its glides
towards growth and development. It will continue

to dice what has been laid and train cadets who are
capable of unveiling the masked and obscured and
transforming it into something great in God’s time.
Remember, as we trek the grueling times of
the pandemic, it’s either people come together or
people fall apart. Choose the former. The right time
is always now; when you wait for the right time,
you’ll never know when it’s already too late. In the
near future, in our line of work, leaders rise up to
offer the solutions to problems society faces. They
act with diligence establishing the right actions at
the right time. The fulfillment of the vision is always
at the present.
If you find yourselves in doubt, remember
that you are here for a reason — that life exists and
its story will keep on going on, moving forward. In
as much as you can discuss all the reasons to be
sad, you may have done something that may spell
a difference!
Right now is the right time, the right place,
and you may contribute a verse! So come now,
write a moment.
PUHON, everything will be alright.

PNPA
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International Association of
Police Academies
By CADET 2C MEDELA B DIVINA
Dr. Jassim Mohammed Al
Obaidly presented a piece
of work entitled “The impact
of current developments in
police work on the education
and training of officers in
police academies”. With so
much bloom in our society
encountered by our police
forces, mentioned work
aims to addresse the
methodology
and
ith
the
theme method of work of
from 9th Annual police academies
I N T E R P A and colleges in the past
Conference “Challenges of and the progress applied
Police Academies for Near in the police education
Future” which was conducted system highlighting the field
last December 11-13, 2020 of crime suppression and
as a virtual event participated public safety. Educational
by Police College and various programs shall introduce to
Police Academies. Dean of a greater extent for more
Academic Affairs in charge compatible tasks and duties of
of the Police College LtCol police work.

W
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The International Association
of Police Academies (INTERPA)
embed conventions highlighting
reciprocity and equality. They point to
establish a communication platform
relevant and necessary for the
police training institutions for further
headway of future police operations.
The INTERPA shall carry out its
activities in cordial and professional
manner with the other international
institutions which provide police
cooperation.
With over 76 academies as
members worldwide, the INTERPA
being a global police training
cooperation and coordination aims
to strengthen the police work of
every training academies and
become highly prepared from
the possibilities of both local and
international issues and conflicts
affecting public safety.
International
exchange
programs have become the most
implemented medium of every
police academies to establish a
communication and connection
with different police academies

worldwide. International exchange
by means of people set in motion
across borders for educational,
professional
and
cultural
purposes. As the INTERPA aims
high-raise development among
its member institutions, exchange
programs create opportunities for
participants to acquire knowledge,
prosper and be able to encounter
first-hand experience with various
types of people in diverse fields
of work. Participants given the
chance to study abroad most likely
to amass and understand foreign
practices and information which
may contribute an affirmative
effect once applied in the course
of his return. Exchange of minds

and glimpse of what-they-do and
how-they-do develop a sense of
acceptance and understanding
of distinctness. Awareness may
also flourish when academies
impel to communicate and relate
the current issues or crimes they
are currently facing for a period of
time. Generation of new ideas and
expansion of global networks for
crime solutions will be feasible.
As of the present, INTERPA
continues to empower the 76 police
academies as exclusive members
utilizing cooperative programs,
breakthrough connection and
communication
for
Police
Professionalization.

The International Association of Police Academies
(INTERPA) shall entrench with conventions highlighting
the basis of reciprocality and equality, with the aim of
conveying out efficient studies based on communication
partnership among the police training institutions.
PNPA
PNPA
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PNPA Domination in
the ONLINE Arena
By CADET 1C CRIZALDO U BARCARSE JR
The Philippine National Police

Academy heeds for the call of the
Filipino Youth in the 21st Century as it
boosts information drive in the online
arena following its mission and vision
to engage in conventional platforms
that advocates the virtue of public
service and promotes the power of
the Youth in nation building.

I

n the midst of the pandemic, the premier institution has
modified programs that will keep the youth with due notice of
pertinent information necessary in its admission processes.
The PNPA Facebook Page conducted its first live engagement
dubbed as “ELIVE WITH THE CADETS UPDATES” on December
21, 2020 at the Heroes Hall of the Academics Building. Garnering a
total of 39, 000 views, it indeed portrayed the PNPA’s prominence in
the online arena. From then on, the cadet aspirants as well as the
public even from abroad awaited the 2nd part of its live engagement.
On January 24, 2021, the program once again commenced
with the Top Performing Cadets as its principal hosts; Cdt Barcarse,
one of the Best Mooters in the Philippines on International
Humanitarian Law 2021 along with its co-host Cdt Maandal and Cdt

14
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creating a paradigm that best fits
the taste of the modern generation
with the guiding principle of
Having been the first Justice, Integrity, and Service is
virtual platform to board the youth definitely timely relative to uplift
to its admission to become future awareness among the Filipino
public safety officers, this marks Youth to serve our honorable and
a milestone for the Philippine faithful lands.
National Police Academy in
the online arena. Likewise, the
information drive served as the
best alternative to keep the aspiring
cadet applicants updated on the
latest news they needed prior to
the conduct of the PNPA Cadet
Admission Test. In conformity with
the PANATA 2050 program thrust
of the Director PMGEN Rhoderick
Armamento, this played an
integral part to make the PNPA
at par with the best performing
media outlets conducting live
engagement nationwide. The
Towards greater heights, UNTV “Rektang Konek” program
it is also noteworthy to mention is already starting its plans to work
that the PNPA facebook page in collaboration with the “ELIVE
with over 300, 000 followers has WITH THE CADETS” contingents.
reached 3 Million engagements
Further strengthening its
just within a month as of the end
of March 2021 with its active vow to empower the youth, PNPA
campaign to encourage the also launched its first TIKTOK
“Iskolarparasabayan”.
youth to become a PNPA Cadet. account
Moreover, the public facebook Venturing the media in a way that
group
PNPACAT Information provokes considerable public
line comprises of 155,000 active interest in the current trend plays a
members
showcasing
their huge role in empowerment. Thus,
Jamora, interim cadet officers and
Moot Team Members; Cdt Divina,
Cdt Montenegro, and Cdt Moyano.
The said activity was able to
provide clarification and guidance
for the cadet aspirants who will
compose the BSPS Class of 2025.
With the Corps IT Club who served
as the Technical Assistance
Team, the program had a series
of improvements in its layout
and designs. As expected, the
2 nd part was a groundbreaking
success as it was able to gain
30, 000 views from the first hour
that it was posted. The program
was further acknowledged for
the exemplary patronage of the
viewers as the cadet aspirants
and supporters of this institution
actively participated on the
online discourse.

sincere admiration to become part
of the long maroon line.

PNPA
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REACHING FAR GREATER HEIGHTS
By CADET 1C AUGUSTINE R JALUAGUE

The journey toward excellence is
never easy, it is a winding road, full of
twists and turns at every side, but it is
the reason and essence that fuels each
and every member of this renowned
institution to propel towards the
ultimate goal.
As Thomas Edison has motion, the promise for a brighter
once said “Success is 99% future for the Cadet Corps and
perspiration and 1% inspiration.” this prestigious institution has
begun. Changing times calls for
The Philippine National dynamic and excellent leadership.
Police Academy is carrying the None other than the Director,
torch of commitment towards PMGEN Rhoderick C Armamento
institutional and infrastructural spearheaded a PANATA 2050
development to be worthy to be 30-year program thrust upon
called as a world class leadership his assumption, a road map to
and public safety learning develop the academy to its full
institution. It may seem to be potential.
a far-fetched dream for many,
but the truth is, it is already a
The installation of Close
mechanism that is already set in Circuit Television (CCTV) marked

16
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the rise of a new era for the Cadet Corps
Philippine National Police Academy,
as it paved the way for the elevation
of the Cadet dormitories to a new
level of technological development.
The installation of cameras inside the
dormitory floors, as well as within the
vicinity of the dormitory became a
reality on April 13, 2021. This specific
thrust program materialized after weeks
of efforts from the General Services
and Support Division (GSSD) headed by
the esteemed Chief, PCOL Romeo Ruel
Rodriguez Berango. A CCTV Center that
serves as an electronic headquarters
and base is established to monitor the
video feeds from the CCTV. This leap
is more than just an innovation but it
is the epitome of the commitment and
dedication to the Philippine National
Police Academy of the Philippine
National Police, then headed by retired
PGEN Debold M Sinas.

of security twenty-four seven; this
project enables for a faster review of
footage that helps in investigation. Also,
cadets rendering duties can now attend
academic instructions through the help
of CCTV monitoring system. Cadets
can now feel at ease and safe whenever
they are. This thrust program is truly an
achieved leap to reaching far greater
heights – a better and brighter Philippine
National Police Academy.

For the longest time, camp
security and even in the barracks
is a major concern of the previous
administrations. Duties became the main
solution to this dilemma, both cadet
and Non-Uniformed Personnel render
duties. But the times are changing,
modernization sweeps the halls of the
academy. Cadets now have the feeling
PNPA
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VIRTUAL PHILIPPINE INTERACADEMY DEBATE (VPIAD)
By CADET 2C MARY LOUISE M MOYANO

Last April 07, 2021. The Philippine National Police Academy (PNPA)
participated in the Philippine Inter-academy Debate. This year, the event was
held electronically via Zoom – the first of its kind since the 2019 when the PNPA
was struck with the COVID-19. The 1st VPIAD was hosted in conjunction with
the Philippine Military Academy and the Martime Academy of Asia and the
Pacific with the goal of fostering unity amongst the different Philippine service
academies and to showcase the competency of cadets in healthy debate .
The PNPA Cadets were members of ALAB-KALIS
Class of 2022 and MASIDTALAK Class of 2023:
• CDT Barcarse
CDT Francisco
• CDT Triste		
CDT Divina
• CDT Jaluage		
CDT Moyano
• CDT Caguioa		
CDT Linsangan
The said event followed a Modified British
Parliamentary format with motions tackling different
issues on peace, secuity, honor, among others.
With the event held online, positions of adjudicator
were given to a number of cadets per academy with
PNPA being represented by CDT Polinar, CDT Pejo

18
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and CDT Montenegro. The adjudicators are vital to
any debate proper as they control the pacing of the
debate, rendering feedback to each debater following
each completed round. At the end of the VPIAD,
awards were given to the best of each academy; For
PNPA the Best Adjudicator – CDT Pejo; Best Debater
– CDT Linsangan; and Best Team composed by CDT
Caguioa and CDT Linsangan. Overall, the Philippine
National Police Academy ranked second against other
service academies – the Philippine Military Academy
and Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific.
Despite the COVID-19 Pandemic, debates

and face to face events are kept at a minimum yet
the success of the Virtual Philippine Inter-Academy
Debate has shown that what remains constant is
the drive of the different academies to elevate their
cadets mentally and showcase the talent each cadets,
especially of the Philippine National Police Academy,
in argumentation – persuasive speech making, and
more importantly debate proper. Not only the cadets,
the event also highlighted the efforts of the different
Command Groups – Tactics Group and Academics
Group in their goal to produce exemplary cadets
manifested in their unwavering support to allow the
participating cadets to prepare for the said competition.

PNPA
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At a new pace: Trimester in PNPA
By CADET 3C JONJEA KAMILLE B AMPARO

As
a
service
academy, the Philippine
National
Police
is
determined not only to
produce physically fit
and brave leaders but
also individuals who
constantly strive for
academic excellence.
Indeed, the academics form a vital part in molding the
future leaders of the Tri-Bureau, shaping leaders who are able
to succeed in their respective fields with intellect and wit.
In line with this, PNPA is resolved to create better
environments that promote and cultivate Academic Excellence
for all cadets. Significant changes were made – especially
with the COVID-19 still high within the ranks. The Academy
fully embraced the idea of students taking advantage of the
technology at hand – online classes through internet platforms
such as Google Meet, Google Classroom and Zoom – and
the installment of facilities that would promote and cultivate
academic excellence amongst all cadets.
Indeed, the Academy is resolute in its goal to create
better learning environments for the Long Maroon Line. From the
exciting premise of E-Learning, the Academy is aiming to embrace
a new learning scheme to tailor fit to the needs of the cadets of
today: the shifting of the current PNPA Academic Schedule from
Bimester to a Trimester for the next Academic Period.

20
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Instead of the accustomed 2 semesters per annum –
the Trimester shift would allow more learning hours for each
cadet to undertake. The trimester is often known as the quarter,
and it is a three-part year that divides classes into a 12-week
term, an 8-week term and a 12-week term. Cadets will take
roughly the same number of classes, but they may have more
opportunities to fit in hard-to-reach classes in the middle
trimester.
Some see this as ideal for service academies like
the Philippine National Police Academy – for it allows the
opportunity to specialize one semester for Non-Academic
Instructions (or Tactics). Indeed, it would set cadets on a more
focused track with unhindered development for cadets whether
it be on the field or inside the classrooms. Having gained the
nod from NAPOLCOM, it is only a matter of time before the
implementation can be felt and the results that follow this new
pace will be well within reach.

Fostering Academic Excellence
By CADET 1C FIDEL E TRISTE III
		
The Philippine National
Police Academy as the Center for
Academic Excellence is fostering
its ideals to produce high quality
public safety officers that shall
be knowledgeable and skillful
enough to face the real McCoy
of public service.
Despite the pandemic, with the efforts of the
Academics Group, learning has never stopped. Online
classes become the key essential learning method during the
lockdown. The Academics Group did not cease on achieving
its goal towards the attainment of academic excellence
without compromising the Health Protocols set forth by
the Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) OMNIBUS guidelines.

scheme. Although there are struggles in coping up with
the new platform the academics group ensures that quality
education is given priority above all without violating health
protocols.
The Academic Council is doing its best to propose
plans and programs that shall cater and enhance the learning
of cadets. These programs shall improve the strive for
academic excellence for the upcoming school year. This in
preparation for the new cadets of BSPS Class 2025. The
pursuit of innovation will push through with the guidance
of the Dean of Academics. That all of these shall serve as
stepping stones in building a culture of excellence imbued
with knowledge that shall equip future public safety officers
with the intellect and skillset they will be needing to serve
the nation.

The Dean of Academics, PCOL Angeles B Genorga,
through the leadership of the Director PMGEN Rhoderick C
Armamento, pushed through the improvement of classroom
facilities and comfort rooms of the Academics building.
Renovations are still undergoing to improve its key facilities
in preparation for the upcoming school year. Moreover, the
academics group had also increased its number of personnel
assigned to assist in academic instructions wherein Police
Non-commissioned Officers (PNCOs) are designated as
class facilitators. With all of these innovations, the Dean of
Academics sees to it that cadets are well accommodated by
its learning environment and with the new normal learning
PNPA
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A Culture of Trust: Honor Code System
By CADET 1C SUSHMITA SHARMAINE B HINOGUIN
Standing peerless among the different service academies, the Philippine National
Police Academy has a lot of eccentricities that make it stand out. Included is its
strictest observance of the Honor Code: “To do the right thing and live honorably” is
a maxim-turned doctrine that is instilled, imbued, made inherent within all members
of the Long Maroon Line. It is a system most revered within the walls of our beloved
institution and the one that has endured ever since its creation. It is the Honor Code
that is expected to live on beyond cadetship, towards officership in service to the
Filipino Community at large.
For forty-three years of existence of the Highest
Institution of Excellence and Discipline in the country, it
aims to transform Cadets into God-centered, community
responsive, trustworthy and respectable public safety officers.
The academy upholds the Honor Code System as an avenue
in which it embodies the most important ideals required
from a Cadet, such as: honesty, fairness, respect for other
persons and his properties and the sense of responsibility
and commitment to uphold such ideals. Honor is said to be
the bedrock or the fundamental attribute of character with
truth as the underlying principle.
The Honor Code is a system that safeguards integrity.
Integrity, being one of the Academy’s Core Values is one
that is protected the most – hence the creation of the Honor

22
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Code System with all its regulations. This guards the cadets
away from dishonesty and deceit not just in the academics
but in all corps activities. It’s a code that is absolute – with
no place for leniency or tolerance in its fold: only honest
implementation to make its sanctity protected. It transcends
all classes regardless of his or her rank. Being the guiding spirit
behind every course of action of any cadet, it is binding in all
members of future public safety officers’ words and deeds.
This, of all virtues, plays a compelling interest in the hierarchy
of building a leader’s character. As the famous Superintendent
Lt. Gen. Darryl A. Williams of United States Military Academy
once said, “The tenets of honorable living remain immutable,
and the outcomes of our leader development system remain
the same, to graduate Army officers that live honorably, lead
honorably, and demonstrate excellence.”

PNPA
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Women Empowerment: Unfettered
from the Shackling Typecast
BY CADET 1C PRECIOUS SHERMAINE LEE
Are we elucidated by brute strength? Or
maybe by the precocious intelligence people
possess? There are a smorgasbord of definitions
underlying in the customary with regards to
gauging the human compass, but little did we know
that true vigor manifest neither on a strapping
physique nor of malleable mental capacity alone,
but it is through an unassailable psyche, rocksolid disposition and in-depth perspicacity that
one soul rise above the others.

Training institutions adopting the
military regimented way of life centralize
on individuals’ discipline and leadership
skills. These institutions are genderless.
All individuals of the right age and an
established and/or determined mind
are given the opportunity to join these
institutions regardless of their sex or
gender; for as long as they get to pass the
criteria set upon them.
However, days had trodden
where inferiority complexities seemed to
pump up in the whirlpool of authority-gain;
leading to distraught misconceptions.
Men and women differ biologically, but
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this does not mean that they are engulfed
with massive differences; weaknesses
of the latter, taking the humongous toll.
Men are inherently stronger than women,
physically. This is because of men’s
muscular body built and distinctive robust
hormones made suitable for all kinds of
heavy labor, compared to women who
have fewer substantial muscles or lesssinewy features. However, the upbringing
of a person and the environment where the
person has grown up in is one of the salient
factors that can affect this fact.
Patriarchy is just one of the
cancers our society has out there. Men

ruled over women for centuries with no
actual reason due to the traditions passed
down injudiciously by ancestry; looking at
women’s aptness in miniscule amounts.
Such mass perception locked up women’s
voices in an immense dark oubliette,
weeping helplessly as if they were soundproof. It reaches no one.
But such societal illness tends
to peter out due to the latter’s gradual
convalescence as women began to take up
the torch of nobility and started becoming
leaders of nations and of governments.
This is now way beyond the Amazonas’
era; newfangled.

Women leaders have proven that strength
is not just about lifting weights, measuring
your outer and inner capacities (both
mental and physical) and/or even mind
influencing people to course through your
same tide, but it is more on how you stretch
all possibilities to outshine and stand up for
the welfare of others. Just like men, women
can also be effective and efficient leaders.
To attest this, comes the living
testimony of Taiwan’s current president
Tsai Ing-Wen, who among all presidents of
the world, responded best in the COVID-19
pandemic. She has introduced one-hundred
twenty-four (124) measures to block the
virus spread without having to resort to
the lockdowns that have become common
elsewhere, and triumphantly sent ten (10)
million face masks to both the U.S. and
Europe regions.
Tsai managed what CNN has
called “among the world’s best” responses;

keeping the epidemic under control. Such
measures led to Tsai reporting only an
aggregated six deaths of her people.
In a national scope, both
military and police prominent academies
(respectively) such as the Philippine Military
Academy (PMA) and Philippine National
Academy (PNPA) now eagerly plumps more
for female cadets in bagging the seats of
cadet officers in the cadet corps. This hails
a look-in to empower women by removing
the thought ingrained in everyone’s minds
that women are any less capable than men.
The aforementioned thoughts,
however, does not hanker to emasculate
men in any way, but ought to asseverate
that hasty generalization does not have
the slightest beneficiary, and that gender
does not ever dictate one’s’ superiority,
magnitude and/or clampdowns towards
making even the biggest and most surreal
dreams possible.

PNPA
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PNPA: HEALTH SAFETY GUIDELINES AMIDST THE
COVID-19 PANDEMIC
By CADET 3C CLEOJEAN G PIA

The coronavirus pandemic is National Police Academy stepped up its
a graphic and painful illustration of the pandemic response. PCOL TURBELA
havoc that emerging pathogens can and the Tactics Group have formed
wreak on people’s lives and livelihoods the Task Force Disiplina by virtue of a
around the world. The national response memorandum published on the 5th of
has brought to light the fundamental flaws April 2021. The task force is headed by
and disparities in pandemic preparedness second-class cadets, who will ensure that
and response; this should be a pivotal basic procedure is strictly followed and
event. The hard lessons learned of the implemented which involve a strategy
pandemic taught us how to avoid making for improving the academy’s pandemic
such expensive errors in the future. The preparedness followed by those related
Philippine National Police Academy to prevention, detection, and response.
(PNPA) led by the Director, PMGEN
Rhoderick C Armamento further seeks
The PNPA Health Service’s “Station
to enhance the Health Safety Preventive Health Units” (SHU) are designed to act as
Measures imposed in the academy.
force multipliers, serving to both initiate and
function on health safety protocols by the
With the discovery of forty-four academy and to enforce health protocols
(44) recent positive cases of COVID-19 by the Department of Health (DOH). At the
inside the academy’s walls, the Philippine national and global levels, this ambitious
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and organized plan to advance
pandemic preparedness proposes
new infrastructure and investments.
Te c h n o l o g i c a l l y - b a s e d
programs
were
implemented
such as the “Teleconsulta ‘’ which
is a virtual program which is
created to monitor health statuses
and “Telecounseling” project of
the academy which serves to
monitor mental health and offers
psychosocial support.
The officials of the Philippine
National Police Academy calls on
the health officials and cadets to
elevate pandemic preparedness
to a core institutional economic
and security objective response,
revitalizing the role of cadets
in their mandate to act and
implement health safety protocols
within the Cadet Corps, to mobilize
pandemic response on economic
and security matters that includes
greater involvement of civil society
and the private sector, and the
establishment of new mechanisms
to finance pandemic preparedness
and response internationally.
PNPA
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EDITORIAL
C RO S S ROA D S O F T H E N E W N O R M A L
By CADET 1C CRIZALDO U BARCARSE JR

BEHIND ACADEMIC FREEZE vs ONLINE EDUCATION
Relentless. The COVID-19 spared no soul in its silent rampage across our country. Society is shaken to
its very core as all adjust to cope up with the pandemic. Amidst disinfection hubs, face mask covered faces,
and alcohol sprayers – there’s a drive to resettle after the hysteria, regain order with the implementation of
the new normal.
The Philippine Educational system was severely
impacted with traditional face-to-face sessions disallowed to
minimize contact amongst individuals. The lack of face-to-face
sessions has prompted the shift towards other options – the
most prominent of which is , distance learning through online
classes. It was immediately met with such uproar, reactions
mixed as to the implementation of said virtual classes for all.
Students huddled in front of laptops, peering through screens
awaiting official notices for daily lessons. These were not just the
only challenges that the ordinary Filipino student has to battle –
the frequent occurrence of natural disasters and now the added
problem of stable connections are echoed all throughout the
country especially to those who reside in typhoon frequented
areas and other remote areas where internet connections are
hard to come by.
Amongst the uproar was the clamor for a nationwide academic freeze or the cessation of formal academic
instructions. Students, especially those affected by the
consecutive typhoons Siony, Tonyo, and Ulysses, are left
scratching their heads as to how to cope up with their classes
when in the first place they have already struggled with
searching for stable internet connections. This is also to answer
the “digital divide” – or the disproportionate distribution of
internet accessibility to all students.
Distance Learning has revealed that the pandemic
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has not only been made apparent but for worse, aggravated an
ongoing education crisis within the Philippines. The inequities
are laid out and center – as students, especially those who
have no initial access to internet resources, scouring means
to get access to comply with schoolwork and other academic
requirements. Government institutions that are designed
to enforce this approach by delivering gadgets and student
allowances can only increase institutional incompetence in
addressing students’ problems with internet connectivity (let
alone the proper gadgets) around the world, as most institutions
will be unable to implement such steps.  
“No Student gets left behind” has been the rallying
cry of some who have taken up to say that it has become a
criminal negligence on the government’s behalf to have let this
situation become burdening on the part of students - students
whose education should have been the priority given the current
predicament at hand.   
But likened to a hurricane buffeting, among the chaos is
the need to regroup and rethink our options. Academic breaks
are permissible and have been indeed practiced by the different
educational institutions country-wide yet never to the point of
the “total pause” of classes. In the long run, the idea of a total
cessation would be disastrous to our educational system and
in the end would greatly affect the very people it sought to
protect in the first place – the schools, the personnel, and more

importantly, the students.
The pause of classes would equate to the stagnation
of learning continuity within the Filipino youth. The momentum
of learning stifled and may manifest in the poorer academic
performances. And the problem would not just end at the student
level as the economic downturn would hit all of the stakeholders
of the Education sector, from the teaching staff down to owners
of dormitories near schools and universities, review centers, and
other commercial establishments by campuses. In worse cases,
schools had either been told to shut down and wait for a change
in restrictions - all because there are not many students to take
care and teach. The stasis is a mess trickling down to the very
core of the sector and at its root is a solution that is temporary like a band-aid on a bleeding wound.
Proactive solutions are needed for situations as dire
and unpredictable as the COVID-19. The #LigtasNaBalikEskwela
response to the initial reactions on the academic freeze. It called
for the safe return to schools yet strictly following the health and
safety protocols set by the government - from social distancing,
disinfection areas and hubs, and personal protection equipment

for students and personnel alike. While face to face sessions are
highly discouraged - Distance Learning and other alternative
methods are released to augment the loss of interaction
between the student and the teacher. These programs that our
government has doled out holds a promise of being adjusted,
modified, and reformed into systems that work best for the
Philippines under the New Normal. It has opened opportunities
for the government to place incentives on strengthening health
and safety policies within the society - while not sacrificing the
livelihood of the people most vital to the education system. It has
paved the way for the Philippines to revitalize and get back on its
good feet despite the pandemic still afoot.
It cannot be stressed enough what is at stake if the
situation is left idle at the crossroads-  the future of the Filipino
youth and with them, the future of the country at large. Education
and knowledge should not be stopped but rather nurtured even
in the midst of challenges and tribulations. Hand-in-hand, despite
uncertainty, the country should carry on forward - leaving no
one - student or not - behind. Now, that sounds better. From “No
Student Left Behind” to “No ONE gets Left Behind!”
PNPA
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EDITORIAL

DOES THE MEDIA SHAPE THE PEOPLE?
OR DOES THE PEOPLE SHAPE THE MEDIA?
On Media Literacy and Terrorism
Shadows
By CADET 3C JONJEA KAMILLE B AMPARO

T

echnology has done wonders to our present society –
as a whole it has helped in the expansion of our world
and yet at the same time has been instrumental to its
compression disregarding borders, barriers, and boundaries.
With the infinite number of information and data coursing
through various channels – it’s no surprising how powerful
media (most specifically) Mass Media has become and how
vital its role in global society has become.
The ever-broadening Internet Accessibility, major
advances in online journalism, and sophisticated social
media platforms have changed the media landscape. No
longer is media and the information it contains physically
manifested – but now it has become increasingly dependent
on the digital and increasingly reliant on television and
print media.
Media Literacy becomes an important skill that a
person should have inherently in order to navigate through
the digitized world. Media Literacy is described as the ability
to access, analyze, evaluate, and create messages in the
various forms available. The term media is broad, comprising
different types that have different creative languages with its
own rules: each type of media, like TV, Radio, or Music that
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use different techniques to convey a message using distinctive
tools like sounds, visuals, and metaphor systems. However,
this does not mean that everyone will react similarly to the
information presented to them. Different people experience

the same media message differently: Individuals interpret
the media message based on their personal experiences
like age, gender, education, etc. In turn, the media uses
specific characters and plots to show attitudes or behaviors
of certain values.
Media Literacy informs how citizens understand the
process and tactics of journalism in order to enable critical
thinking towards the news and media. This has become
increasingly helpful especially in combatting great societal
issues – discrimination, bigotry, and at present, violent
extremism.
In the field of politics and media, the latter can be
a powerful tool in influencing political developments. The
dissemination of propaganda, in the respective conflict
setting, the media can facilitate the spread of propaganda
and information to influence a person’s political attitudes and
beliefs. Terrorist organizations chose to take into Mass Media,
their operations and bask in the attention given to them. Media
coverage is not a disadvantage as it can be used to advance
specific goals and exploit the media platforms they currently
have a foothold on. It is through social media that terrorist
organizations are able to spread their message, generate fear
into a target population, and recruit followers. Such followers
are often young individuals – enticed with the freedom that
these groups “promote” to them as an escape to the ills of the
society. The enticement is accessible, open for all to see and
even if governments take intensive steps to purge the said
content – it is bound to still be seen in another platform.
And so it begs the question, how do we stop this new
breed of terrorism? The answer may be on enlightening our
people – most especially the youth - with critical thinking
to properly filter through what they see on the screens of
their phones, mobile devices, or computers. Though the
burden does not necessarily have to be just on the recipient
but also the task of proper reporting and journalism falls on
the different news media outlets. News Media Outlets often

fall into the pit of sensationalism – bringing forth news and
spinning it into something that would garner attention, trigger
the most reaction from their target audience. The mass media
has become contributory to terrorism – bringing in feelings
of fear, radicalization, imitation and public confusion on
the matter. For media outlets, the ethical way of reporting is
vulnerable to being sacrificed for the sake of getting up ahead
for the rest of its competitors. This disregards the privacy
of the individuals affected - victims of terrorist attacks and
places those who are able to view the reckless information
being presented to the audience. A prime example is the
tying of religion to terrorism - look how it has molded much
of the rhetoric we see in our society today, how the hysteria
has fanned the flames that still being extinguished until now.
Media toes the line of neutrality when it steps into the
world of reporting terrorism and often fall short to ethical
reporting.
Although let us not see the only grim side of the media
and terrorism - in all its broken and cracked outlook -it can
still be mended as Media can instill a positive impact on the
society. By acting as peacemakers and mediators whenever
there is conflict. As there are no clear guidelines that could
keep media outlets from disseminating information regarding
terrorism, it often relies on the news media outlets themselves
to self-evaluate their outputs - sensitive of the circumstances
regarding attacks. Counterchecking requires discipline and
respect for the people involved, especially the victims of these
horrendous acts. It calls for responsible reporting - one that
calls mutual concern for both the recipient and the creator of
the articles that tackle sensitive issues.
Despite our world getting smaller and smaller, it is
never fine to know that information and data, no matter how
numerous they may be and how valuable they have become
to some - could never replace the sanctity of human life. The
role of responsibility falls on us - to take up and read, albeit
with a careful and responsible look on the matter at hand.
PNPA
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TAWI-TAWI: GATEKEEPER
OF THE SOUTH
By CADET 1C MARDY I SERNA
No one is born hating another person because of the color of his skin,
or his background, or his religion. People must learn to hate, and if
they can learn to hate, they can be taught to love, for love comes more
naturally to the human heart than its opposite
– NELSON MANDELA
I stretch
my
boundaries
at some point. I
have always been
adventurous.
I
guess being a
writer made me
that way; that
the only way to
find the truth is
being there in the
place to be able
to write truthfully.
I am referring to
misconceptions
about the TawiTawi islands, the “hot spot” much misrepresented
by the press.
I am no resident of this province but
then I volunteered for PNPACAT 2021 to screen
the BSPS Class of 2025 through an admission
exam in seeking the Tawi-Tawi’s homegrown
public safety officer that in the future will join
the tri-bureau to serve the country.
March 5, 2021 - I woke up at 3 AM,
ready for our much-awaited flight to Tawi-Tawi,
with 5 (five) co-cadet proctors who are all native
of the province, and our Chief Examiner: PLTCOL
Crisostomo L Ubac, thinking that traveling to
Tawi-Tawi used to be a difficult undertaking.
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Currently, there are no direct flights from Manila
to Tawi-Tawi so we need to book a flight via
Pagadian Airport to choose the much cheaper
airfare that’s why we enjoyed travel for almost
6 hours via van from Pagadian to Zamboanga
City- we stayed for a night there to travel for
the next day to Sanga-Sanga Airport in Bongao
Tawi-Tawi. On the first day, we are all busy
preparing the classrooms in Mahardika Institute
of Technology that the applicant will be using for
2 days of examination. May 7, 2021 - The muchawaited day of the cadet applicants had come.
We cannot cater to all the almost 900 examinees
from the different islands of the province without
the help of the provincial government headed
by Hon. Yshmael I Sali with the support of the
Lakan Community who has given full support for
the PNPA who act as proctors: PLTCOL Tamayo,
PLTCOL Galbon, PCAPT Laderas, PMAJ
Hadjiula, PMAJ Dela Cruz, PMAJ Ammad,
PMAJ Paclipan, PCAPT De Ocampo, PMAJ
Enriguez, PCAPT Hassan, PLT Jawadil, FINSP
Sanao, and to 77 Police Non-Commissioned
Officers from PPO HQs, SAF, PMFC, Bongao
MPS, and 11 BFP Personnel. The 2 days of
examination were successfully and peacefully
done because of these supportive people.
As they say, many are called but few
are chosen. To those who will pass the exam,
this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to avail
of free education and become a law enforcer.

I hope that the lucky applicants will do their
best towards taking their oath and be among
us government scholars receiving pay at the
same time. Those qualified will be provided
a full scholarship for four years, including the
lodging, food, and at least P38,000 allowance
for our training.
Carving out time for vacations can be a
challenge for us, that’s why when the scheduled

flight in Tawi-Tawi back to Zamboanga City has
a particular day only, it allows us to extend our
flight back to the academy; it allows us to know
more about the culture, tradition and tourist spots
of the beautiful and majestic island of Tawi-tawi.
As the southernmost province in the Philippines
Tawi-Tawi is considered one of the most off-thebeaten-path destinations in the country. TawiTawi is home to a diverse and colorful culture
that has flourished and preserved for hundreds
of years, visitors to this province are sure to be
treated to a unique experience. The good thing
that I know about Tawi-Tawi is that it is not part
of the so-called “typhoon belt” of the Philippines,
making it an ideal destination to visit all year long.
Rains may occur but only for short bursts of time.

In the afternoon we went to
Boloboc Cave, which is surprisingly
beautiful and distinctive. It is located in
Barangay Lakit-Lakit, Bongao. This is not
the usual spelunking wherein we need to
explore the interiors of the cave and get to
see the stalagmites and stalactites. A few
meters away from the road, walk down and
get ourselves dazzled by the huge opening
of Boloboc Cave revealing the magnificent
view of the sea. This is a good place for
photography and swimming.
My co-cadets home in which distance
away from the hotel that we stayed offered
us when we have lunch there; the food that
for me is different and one of the pride of the
province the “Tiyula Itum” it is characterized by
a black sauce made with burnt coconut meat
that adds a distinct taste to the tender meat.
Other ingredients of this dish include: turmeric,
ginger, onion, lengkuas, and garlic.

In our extra days - with the Municipal
Tourism Office and Lakan Officers, we visit the
following tourist spots on the island:
We have ridden through a speed boat
from Bongao to Simunul Island. The island has
an attention-getting port entrance because of
a big replica of a Koran on top of its archway,
wherein Sheik Karim al Makdum Mosque
was located. This mosque is considered the
oldest in the Philippines. The newly renovated
mosque still stands on its original site that was
built in 1380 and was named after its builder,
Arab merchant, and Islamic preacher Sheik
Makdum Karim. Inside, the four original giant
pillars made from Philippine Iron tree, ipil are
encased in gilded iron railings.
We then moved to the park which
is located within the Simunul Municipal Hall
Compound, where “Papa Bull” is being kept by
the giant saltwater crocodile that caught off the
waters of Simunul town which measures 16
feet and 11 inches.
In Sangay Siapo Island where we
eat our lunch; the afternoon sun was still up
though there were patches of gray clouds in
the sky. Under the radiating sun, we waded to
the water and walked for nearly a kilometer to
reach the dry sandy part of the island. It is so

small that one can get around in not more than
10 minutes in a leisurely childlike step. As the
speed boat docked in the port, I looked back
again. The island was still there, shining as
the sun touched its sand, white and in contrast
with the horizon of blue.
The next day; they said you haven’t
visited Tawi-Tawi if you don’t trek its highest
peak, Bud Bongao. Standing at a height of
314 masl, Bud Bongao or Mount Bongao
(Bud in Tausug word means mountain) is
a sacred mountain for the people of TawiTawi. A known place for them to meditate,
offer prayers and ask blessings to Allah.
At present, Bud Bongao is a favorite place
to gather and enjoy the sceneries such as
the different breeds of birds, the monkey, to
have a picnic, watch the sunrise/sunset and
have yourself pictured on the iconic peak.
Bud Bongao is an hour trek on average but
still determined at an individual’s pace. It is
open from 6 AM to 4:30 PM.

In our stay in Tawi Tawi , I learned
a lot from our upperclass men, the lakan
community in how they handle their people,
the daily operations that keep me inspired
for the future noble profession that we have.
The place is a mixture of culture, tradition and
religion. It is not only a dwelling for muslim
brothers and sisters but a place open for all
other legions of faith. Hence, Tawi Tawi is an
apex where every point of beliefs and customs
meet. It is true that the PNPA is the grand
fraternity of men and women of our country.
I am hit with the realization that the portrayal
from the mainstream media is wrong. From our
experience, I can say that Tawi Tawi is a safe
place. I did not find the stereotypes of violence,
potential for abduction, and Muslim radicals.
Instead I found peace-loving people — people
that were as Filipino as me. And everyone from
all walks of life said the same. Coming in blind
to learn more about this part of the Philippines
— I did not share the same preconceptions as
anyone that may view it in a negative light. We
must love the island as it is the gatekeeper of
the south!
PNPA
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By CADET 2C DONNA JANE L MANERA
“Recognizing the people to whom the Cadets owe its scholarship grant; t
he same people to whom they shall owe the legitimate authority to enforce the rule of law”

F

ilipino ethics and morals and our way of life are worth
fighting for. One of the finest ways one can clearly
manifest his commitment is by becoming a public
servant or by serving the country without mental reservations.
This commitment is not something to be taken lightly, one
needs to gamble possibilities and probabilities of the world
unfamiliar with the kind of world hedged with directives and
protocols and quell everything that is not indispensable in
the course of progression and development in becoming an
effective and efficient leader.
Given all of these compelling elements which
enthrall the steering wheel of contemplations that lingers to
the minds of the many, it is easy to take an “it-is-not-justlike-that” mentality, defer all but non-essential things, and
hope for the unsurpassed.
As a cadet, you receive world-class development and
education from the first day you set your foot into the portals
of the “Bastion of Hope” until the day you leave traces of
strokes on its walls. Philippine National Police Academy, yet
still relatively young paralleled to other academic and training
institutions in the world exhibits and highlights a prodigious
proportion of the degree of growth and acceleration in all of
its facets. It has fared and managed to ascertain a reputation of
an exceptionally excelling and improving organization while
remaining true to its quintessence and honing the minds,

body and spirit of the future Lieutenants and Inspectors of
our honorable and faithful lands.
Being a cadet at the Philippine National Police
Academy is beyond merely being a civilian. It is accepting
without protest the honor and nobility of being called as the
scholar envisioned for the nation or “iskolar para sa bayan.” To be
conceived of as “Iskolar para sa Bayan” is assumed emphatically
to be one of the greatest desires and aspirations of every Filipino
youth individual in the country. Distinctly because, this serves
as the label or a person’s marque once he is able to enter the
ever prestigious institution endowed with the highest virtues
of Justice, Integrity, and Service - the Philippine National Police
Academy. However, there’s more than what meets the eye; it is
the tip of the iceberg to what “iskolars para sa bayan” stands for.
What most people forget is that it is actually not just a matterof-fact narrative description of a picture of what an ordinary
citizen ploughs on the field under the scorching fervor of the
sun. Nevertheless, “Iskolars para sa Bayan” are those select few
tilling the coarse and uneven attributes and peculiarities of their
individual eccentricity until reaching the peak of being refined.
Likewise, it is a rectitude to a huge responsibility laid on the
shoulders of the chosen few broadened by the test of time.
The Philippine National Police Academy has
been founded since 1978 and is still entrenched from its
quintessence of producing honorable and competent public

safety leaders of the nation. And in order to fathom that
purpose, the training program that cadets undertake must
adhere to the role of disciplinary measures. Discipline is a
core value observed and lived by all cadets of the Philippine
National Police Academy. It has always been a daunting
locus of demeanor and deportment of what is expected
from a cadet, from his conduct up to the minute aspects of
his character and personality. From the moment they rise
or heralded by the booming reveille call until they retire
at night upon the onset of TAPS, all things chart a highly
stipulated and specified scheme and system of routines,
schedules and directives. And in order to fulfill that
purpose, the training program that cadets undergo must
adhere to the roster of disciplinary measures.
It is hyperbolic to say that one needs to be a
Martian or any out of this sphere creature. But, it is enough
to say that one needs to be a voice not to grumble and
whine but to speak for the Filipinos when no one can. One
needs to have an eye of a scrutinizing eagle to see what is
not seen from the seal of an impervious, smoky mist of
teeming yearnings and hankerings from the souls of the
thirsty. One needs to be the shoes to lead the unshod to go
their way to development. A prerequisite indeed for one to
be supple and lithe enough to hang to the changes that the
Zeus and the Greeks implement as these are necessary for
the headway progress not just for the institution but also
for the cadets and its alumni.
In order to steer and steward all the quests
of PNPA, a man with an unblemished credibility and

integrity of being a good leader and someone who has
been conquering rights and moralities of his own is what
the revered and time-honored institution requires.
The forthcoming is always ambiguous and
vague as outlined in most of the lexicon arranged in
the mantelpieces and shelves of the archive, refers to
events or time that is yet to come. Though people make
plots, modifications may take place without prior notice.
Sooner or later, it will depend on the chosen bold and
daring individual on how he will cope with those changes
especially in his chosen arena as his future ways of living.
Given the service orientation of PNPA, cadets
are trained until they get skilled, nurtured until they get
fully-reared and developed, indoctrinated until they
get habituated and conditioned to embrace the culture
of becoming refined individuals who will soon become
officers and gentlemen leading the nation.
Thus, certainly giving their level best as “iskolar
para sa bayan” to achieve the vision, mission of the
institution as well as faithfully discharge and dutifully
fulfill their duties and functions as part of the institution.
Once you become part of the institution, you will
stop placing the lamp towards the perimeter edge of your
locus position only. You will stop being egocentric because
you are carrying great responsibilities on your shoulders.
You will start to care for the people and for the nation.
You will start to develop patriotism in your life. You need
to serve the people, hence the term “ISKOLAR PARA SA
BAYAN” is coined.

RECOGNITION RITES OF BSPS LAYAG-DIWA CLASS OF 2024
“A promise of Excellence, A Determination for Service.”
By CADET 3C CLEOJEAN G PIA
It had been around a year since we began
our transition from civilian to cadet, adjusting
to a regimented lifestyle. On February 24,
2021, the Philippine National Police Academy’s
Bachelor of Science in Public Safety (BSPS)
LAYAG-DIWA Class of 2024 was recognized at
Cicero Campos Grandstand of Camp General
Mariano N. Castaneda in Silang, Cavite. Our
humble ceremony was graced by the presence
of our guest of honor and speaker DPWH
Secretary Mark Aguilar Villar.

W

e have faced both external
and internal challenges.
The most notable of which
was the fight against the COVID-19
virus that put everyone on deplorable
conditions. The pandemic has become
the root cause on why no guests were
allowed into the academy in spite of
such historic times. However, this was
done to safekeep the Academy from
the potential threats of the pandemic
and to ensure that no cadet gets
contaminated by the said virus.
LAYAG-DIWA is the acronym
for “Lingkod-Bayang May Adhikaing
Buksan ang Bagong Yugto at Gabayan
ang Susunod na Henerasyon na
may Dangal, Integridad at Walang-
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Alinlangan.” This is a pledge of guidance
from the class to future generations of
public safety officers who will learn and
graduate from the institution.
The recognition rites is one
of the most unforgettable events in
one’s cadetship. At this time, the
upperclassmen of the cadet corps shall
shake hands with the plebes or fourthclass men wherein the handshake
signals the acknowledgment of the
most junior members of the corps,
as well as the lifting of some of their
restricted rights- one by one.
As we prepared for the event
that would mark the end of our plebe
hood – Recognition Rites – our

respective squad mates laid down our
gleaming gala uniforms, shoes, and
shaku. It was our uniform carefully
prepared for us an old tradition within
the CCPNPA for the celebration. Fast
forward, the drum began to beat from
the preposition area, and each step we
took on the way to the parade ground
was a carefully laid step that elicited
various thoughts from how we began,
how we pushed through, and how
we continue to go through. The past
year has been full of events that have
shaped our lives and stayed within the
academy’s four walls.
As we entered and marched
on the hallowed field, flashbacks of
memories started to flood my mind
– from our reception rites, where
the Commandant declared the “Take
Charge” order and our first-class
cadets of the HINIRANG Class of 2021
welcomed us, to our Incorporation
rites-where we eventually met the
upper-class corps and the company
to which we are assigned to, and
the months that followed as we were
trained and molded to be plebes.
The drum continued to roll, and
we created the standard ‘octagon,’ in
which all eight cadet companies – Alfa
to Hawk – took their assigned places.
Following suit, the upper-class corps
marched into the parade line. We
took off our shakus and performed
our exaggerated lean back pose, we
called   “bridge.” As each of us will
forever remember, the upper-class

corps shook our hands. We felt at ease
as they assisted us to stand upright,
and frankly, we couldn’t have asked
for anything more. The air was thick
with optimism and anticipation of a
new adventure ahead as we became
new members of the upper-class corps’
gold and maroon line.
We’ve been through a lot,
but we’ve always held in mind that
cadets are known for our discipline;
determination to serve, and lead. That
we will not only gain physical prowess
and analytical abilities as a result of the
training, but also, ideals that will act
as a moral compass as we walk the
road of stewardship. Inspections, drills,
and parades are used to demonstrate
authority and poise in stressful situations.
Human service is the highest
form of religion. The best creed is to
strive for the common good. From
reception rites, incorporation rites,
and recognition rites - as we achieved
the third “tion” of our cadetship, we’ll
always stand by the promise that the
Philippine National Police Academy
(PNPA) is the country’s only service
that trains young leaders to become
officers in the Tri-Bureau: Philippine
National Police (PNP), Bureau of Fire
Protection (BFP), and Bureau of Jail
Management and Penology (BJMP).
As a result, the Academy will offer the
best public safety service education
and character development programs
for its cadets to earn Filipinos’ trust in
their safety and security.
PNPA
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CHANGING WINDS
SHIFTING SANDS

MORE THAN THE FANCY RIFLE DRILLS AND EXHIBITIONS
By CADET 1C AUGUSTINE R JALUAGUE
“ P o w e r, P r e c i s i o n a n d
Perfection – these are the threefold aims of a slow driller.”
As the leaves started to
fall in the hallowed grounds, it
signaled the beginning of an
arduous struggle of proving
one’s worth and determination to
be part of the elite group. Every
aspirant’s journey started from the seeding dream of
being part of the chosen few – the Strongest Arms of
the Corps, ALAB-KALIS CLASS OF 2022 Slow Drillers
- THE ONLY SLOW DRILL PLATOON IN ASIA!

A
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midst the COVID-19 pandemic, the Slow Drillers of the
previous Class of 2021 ensured that the selection process
for the new generation of Slow Drillers must be realized.
Fueled by the undying urge to pass on to the underclassmen
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the tradition and responsibility of a Slow Driller paved the way
for the “white run” in November 2020. It marks the start of the
journey of slow drill aspirants of ALAB-KALIS Class of 2022. It
was a day filled with emotions of hope, patience, determination
and trust from the HINIRANG Class of 2021, as they realized that
the time has come to select and choose new breeds of drillers.
Months of rigid and rigorous training spearheaded the way
for the aspirants to meet their first destination in their one step at a
time journey – the 300 clubs. It was a long-passed down tradition

that enabled for a strict selection process that filters those who are
capable and credible to reach the next milestone, the 500 clubs. From
one-hundred sixty aspirants to eighty successful aspirants who will
continue on with their journey, the road towards the much awaited
500 clubs is made harder than ever, with every supervisor being extra
meticulous with every aspirant’s performance during practice and
road runs. Morning and afternoon runs are on another level as
the laps stretch longer than before, and the runs become faster
than ever. There is no doubt that the training is only preparation
to hone the sound mind and body, worthy of a Slow Driller.
They finally arrived for all the aspirants and supervisors,
the day they had all been preparing for months, a day that every
aspirant knows as the longest day of their lives – the 500 Clubs.
It was the most awaited day for everyone; it is on this day that
a new breed of Slow Drillers will be hailed, among the best
and determined aspirants. The rising of the sun signals for the
surviving aspirants to hold their grounds and cheer as they
have successfully completed their aspirant’s journey. And now,
their hard work has paid off. It was a day filled with emotions
of joy, pride, and gratefulness, for without the guidance of the
supervisors, the whole selection process would not be a reality.

The ALAB-KALIS CLASS OF 2022, SLOW DRILL
PLATOON is composed of thirty-six strong and proud members,
the selected few called by many as the Strong Arms of the Corps,
and by some as the Beautiful Minds. They have survived the grim
process of selection guided by the flaming torch of inspiration from
the outgoing class - to continue to look for the welfare of the Cadet
Corps, to be it’s final line of defense in terms of discipline. The
end is only the beginning, the start of something new, it is high
time for the incoming ruling class to show the Long Maroon Line
and the Command Group what they are capable, as the lessons
learned of yesterday are valuable learnings for the future, the
platoon will ensure that being a Slow Driller is more than just the
fancy rifle drill performance, for it marks a bigger responsibility
anchored on maintaining this prestigious league of Public Safety
Leaders the Highest Institution of Excellence and Discipline in
the Country.

PNPA
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Public Servitude at its Finest
BY CADET 2C LANCER BRIXX V LINSANGAN
To exercise the best of public
service to the Filipino people is
one of the primary objectives of the
cadetship training program in the
Philippine National Police Academy.
Public service is not merely doing
something in public but is defined
as the fulfillment of duties and
responsibilities to serve the people.
Through
moral
indoctrination,
internalization
of
values
and
development of the essential traits of
a public servant, cadets obtain a rare
experience wherein they are able to practice the essential virtue
of public service. Through numerous opportunities presented
to them, the cadets are able to give back in their own way to the
Filipino people who played a vital role towards the fulfillment of
their cadetship journey through their support.
In the blood donation activity conducted last January
9, 2021, the Philippine National Police Academy (PNPA)
spearheaded by its Director, PMGEN Rhoderick C Armamento,
donated a total of ninety-seven (97) bags (43, 650 mL) of blood
to the Philippine Red Cross. In her letter to the Director dated
February 8, 2021, award-winning actress Ms. Rosa Rosal, the
Chairman Emeritus of Blood Services Committee, expressed
her wholehearted gratitude to the institution for the support of
the staff and cadets to the blood-letting activity held at the Police
Cavaliers Alumni Association (PCAI) Hall of PNPA inside Camp
Gen Mariano N Castañeda, Silang, Cavite. With the leadership
of the hardworking PNPA Director, this prestigious institution
is committed to a continued partnership with the Philippine
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Red Cross in the provision of safe and quality blood for the
vulnerable, and in any other activities in which the Academy
could assist.
Joining the blood donation drive of the Philippine Red
Cross has been part of the humanitarian services that the
Academy has provided for many years. This is just an example of
how PNPA cadets were able to exercise public servitude without
asking something in return. It is also a part of the strenuous
training of cadets during their formative years as future public
safety officers wherein the Academy continuously taught cadets
on the numerous ways on how to provide support and aid to the
people they ought to serve and protect. In addition, engaging
in this kind of activity serves as a way towards the creation of
better and stronger ties to the different sectors of the community,
which serves a vital role in our modern-day policing strategies.
As the cadets eventually leave the portals of this prestigious
institution, the experiences, knowledge, and skills acquired in
the course of their training can be put into good use towards the
betterment of the Philippines.

PNPA
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Cadet Admission Test Soars HIGH!
Marks 14% Increase despite the Pandemic
By CADET 2C SAALEH ISMAEL B LINGAS
More than 26, 000 applicants have
accomplished the first step in joining the Long
Maroon Line as they took the Philippine National
Police Academy Cadet Admission Test.
On March 7 and 8, 2021, applicants hailing from
all walks of life marched to the 34 different testing centers
nationwide to take the Cadet Admission Test. Despite the
ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic, This year’s PNPACAT
garnered the highest percentage of examinees for the
last five years. A total of 14, 594 males and 5, 166 females
took the admission test, totaling to 19, 760 applicants for
this year’s examinations, of which the most competent will compose the BSPS
Class of 2025.
It is noteworthy to mention that behind the height of success that the
Cadet Admission Test bestowed is the integrated efforts of the local PNP Units
across the country who assisted in providing strong implementation of the IATF
Health Protocols and Guidelines. Throughout the two days conduct of the entrance
examination, the police officers rendered their utmost duties and responsibilities
undeterred of the foreseeable risk of threat from the pandemic within their
respective territorial area of jurisdiction. On top of the high-end security against
possible violence, the forefront forces endured a long day of patience standing
along the vicinities of each Testing Centers with their faces soaked deep in sweat
seething with the intense heat of the sun.
During the 2021 PNPACAT, PNPA has strictly implemented the approved
safety health protocols and guidelines set by the Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF)
in order to ensure the safety of the examinees. Health Operating Procedures,
such as medical screening for the examinees upon arrival in their assigned testing
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centers by the PNP Health Service, and allowing only fifteen (15) examinees per
room to cater to the physical distancing requirements.
PNPA Cadets, as well as PNP personnel who administered the test
also underwent health protocols to avoid compromising the wellness of both the
proctors and the applicants. These were done in order to align with the ‘new normal’
situation in the ongoing pandemic.
For this year’s PNPACAT. The examinations were administered in 34
different testing centers across the Philippines, which is an increase from last
year’s 31. This is in line with the initiative of the PNPA to increase the successful
passers from various regions of the country. Testing centers, such as in Tawi-Tawi
and in the BARMM region were also added to reach far-flung areas of the country
and to give equal opportunity to everyone who wishes to become a PNPA Cadet.
The examination covers the fields of Communication Skills, Mathematics,
Science, Logic and Abstract Reasoning, General Information and Current Events,
Values and Ethics. All applicants who successfully passed the rigid screening and
processing will be admitted in the Cadetship Program as First year cadets (or
PNPA formally addressed them as Fourth class cadets) regardless of educational
background/earned Eligibilities or In service Trainings.
The incoming BSPS Class of 2025 is the pioneer class to undergo the
newly implemented Trimester-format of the Academy, to which was recently
approved by the National Police Commission. This is to add the time of instruction
of the cadets in both academics and tactics. Furthermore, this will also help the
Academics Group and the PNPA in meeting the standards of cadets, especially the
BSPS Class of 2025, the new members of the cadet corps.

PNPA
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Dawning from Another’s Dusk
By CADET 2C MAY LORD F SUMALINOG

“The secret of change is to focus all your
energy not on fighting the old but on building
the new.” -Socrates
Revered by the graced existence of then Chief
of the Philippine National Police, PGEN Debold M
Sinas (Ret) and Associates, PMGEN Rhoderick C
Armamento, Director, PNPA, the Command Group,
Commandant of Cadets, Dean of Academics, Officers,
Non-Commissioned Officers and the Cadet Corps, on
April 17, 2021 the ceremonial terminating of a period in
the academy’s memoire and the dawning of a new one
was a conquest.
As the outgoing HINIRANG Class of 2021 admits officership, PNPA command
shifts, leaders will be necessitating qualified and opposite successors. ALAB-KALIS
Class of 2022 yielded a new cluster of precedents who were groomed diligently for this
milestone in their lives and geared to take over duties and responsibilities hurled before
them. The obligation to tend the welfare of underclassmen, serve as an inspiration
and standard to them, providing guidance and might to deal with the adversities of
training and education – is also what they aim for as they admit the task to endure the
passage, taking the lead in accomplishing added milestone in the pursuit of their lives
inside the portals of the Academy.
To persist the legacy, and to uphold all the traditions and the rich culture of
the Cadet Corps and the Academy of Honoring Service, Integrity and Justice, each
positions’ Saber of leadership was passed from the outgoing to the incoming as a
symbol of the regal occasion.
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As part of an annual tradition of the Cadet Corps, awarding of the Corps’
“Best Best”, highlighted the turnover of command. PGEN Sinas (Ret) himself
granted the sought-after “Cups” for Bravo Company, the Commandant’s Cup
recipient, for obtaining the minimal demerits and exemplary grades in Tactics in all
classes. Foxtrot Company is the Dean’s Cup victor for their outstanding grades in
academic subjects. Meanwhile, Echo Company bagged the Athletics’ Cup. Charlie
Company’s guidon was ornamented by the Best Marching Company sash. PCDT
Kenneth L Coton was also the year’s Servant-Leadership awardee.
PGEN Sinas (Ret) articulated bliss to the Awardees, urging them to
maintain their remarkable acts, and for the non-awardees to strive for more by
giving pecuniary rewards to the victors. Amidst the countless adjustments caused
by the pandemic, PGEN Sinas (Ret) raved about the adept direction in PNPA led
by PMGEN Armamento and the efforts of members of the graduating class.

PNPA
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Chief PNP Donation of Buses
By CADET 2C SAALEH ISMAEL B LINGAS

In line with the aim of
the Philippine National Police
Academy to give enhanced
resources for its cadets, The
former Chief, Philippine
National Police, PGEN
Debold M Sinas (Ret), and
the Directorate for Logistics,
headed by PMGEN Angelito
Casimiro graced the Academy’s
needs by giving the cadet corps
five new PNP Shuttle Transportation Buses which will
be used for the cadets’ transportation needs, and the
issuance of rifles, pistols and magazines and safety
vaults along with other training materials which will
be used by the cadets in honing their skills.
The new resources given were blessed during
a ceremony which was led by PLTCOL Rodolfo Ireso
Jr., PNPA Chaplain. PMGEN Armamento expressed
his deepest gratitude as the new donations will be
utilized by the members of the Long Maroon Line as
he plans to assign one bus to each company, while the
remaining two buses will be utilized by the various
administration offices inside the camp, these new
transports will be pivotal in the cadet’s outside
engagement activities and other programs outside
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the academy’s portals. The vehicles transported are
just part of the various resources that were given for
the refinement of the cadets’ overall development in
their education and enhancement in their program
of training. The donation of the brand new rifles,
pistols, and magazines for the cadets’ utilization is also
vital in the training of the cadets in developing their
marksmanship skills, Further, these newly donated
firearms will be used during various events in the
academy, highlighted by the cadets’ summer training
and showcase of skills during visits of key officials in
this prestigious institution.
The PNPA also took steps in developing
the leadership and skills of the cadets who are to

The PNPA through the generosity of the
PNPAAAI BFP Chapter also received four-hundred
thousand pesos which will be used for the renovation
of specific facilities in the academy and different
ongoing construction projects that is intended to
create a learning environment for the cadets for the
newly implemented trimester format which will be
used in the Academic Year 2021-2022.

become officials in the Tri-Bureau. PGEN Sinas
along with FDIR Jose Embang Jr, Director, Bureau
of Fire Protection has signed a joint Memorandum
of Agreement aimed towards the construction of a
Fire Station inside the campus.
In a Groundbreaking Ceremony attended
by top official of both the PNP and the BFP, both
bureaus recognized their part on the PANATA
2050 thrust of the PNPA Director himself, PMGEN
Armamento which visioned for the build out of
various groundwork and training camps which
will develop leadership and skills bound to serve
as leaders of the different bureaus. FDIR Embang Jr,
who is a product of this prestigious institution, being
a member of PNPA TAGAPAGLINGKOD CLASS
OF 1987, FDIR Embang showed his support to the
program of the academy in the development of the
cadets and in creating a state-of-the-art leadership
institution used by future classes.

The presence of this enormous support from
both bureaus and the Lakans of this academy even
during these trying times of the pandemic despite
their heavy responsibilities symbolizes their utmost
dedication to meet their vision of advancing the
Country’s Top-notch Public Safety Institution. With
PNP and BFP in unison, the home of the future
leaders of the nation comes a step closer to being
globally competitive in line with the needs of the
21st Century.
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New Breed of Young Leaders,
Class 2021 Graduates from PNPA
By CADET 2C ART LORENZ F FRANCISCO
In the midst of the global
pandemic COVID-19, the Chief
Executive, his excellency,
PRESIDENT
RODRIGO
ROA DUTERTE, through a
virtual live streaming, officially
declared the 225 refined men
and women of the HINIRANG
Class of 2021 graduates of
the Philippine National Police
Academy. The new lieutenants
and inspectors, who hurdled daunting hardships
in their four-year cadetship training program, will
form part of the tri-bureau service aimed to uplift
the general welfare of the public.
In his keynote speech, President Duterte
congratulated the families, friends, and loved ones of
the HINIRANG Class of 2021, keeping in their minds
and hearts the values instilled by their alma mater.
He also pointed-out that the new lieutenants and
inspectors of the tri-bureau service should go beyond
their call of duty, always taking-care of themselves
while maintaining utmost vigilance amidst terrorism
across the nation.
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Newly-hailed
Fire
Inspector
John
Espallagar Etucas, the class valedictorian,
through his valedictory speech, challenged his
fellow graduates to always stand firm for what
is right. He also strongly stated that they should
not let corruption and immoral acts destroy the
image of their respective organizations, always
keeping on the right track. Police Lieutenant
Rock Dela Rosa, son of the incumbent Senator
Ronald “Bato” Dela Rosa, also graduated from
the academy.

DILG Secretary EDUARDO M AÑO officially
announced the appointment of the 225 members of
the Hinirang Class of 2021 and having a permanent
status in the tri-bureau service effective this day. Then
Chief of the Philippine National Police, PGEN Debold
M Sinas (Ret) administered the oath of office of the
119 new police lieutenants. BJMP Director, J/DIR
Allan S Iral also administered the oath of office for the
14 newly-appointed jail inspectors. Meanwhile, BFP
Chief, F/DIR Jose S Embang Jr. administered the
oath of office for the 18 freshly-hailed fire inspectors.
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Producing Best Leaders Through
Partnership and Linkages
By CDT 1C JOHN MARK J. MAANDAL

“The best collaborations
create something bigger
than the sum of what each
person can create on their
(sic) own.”
With
the
concept
of being the police is
the community and the
community is the police,
a harmonious relationship
between these two bodies
must exist. The community relies on the police
for protection and service; police rely on the
community for support and cooperation. Parallelly,
the community also must help in shaping an
excellent police force for its welfare. Now, as the
first National Administrative Support Unit (NASU)
of PNP conferred with ISO 9001: 2015 certification,
the Philippine National Police Academy exerts its
full effort in drawing itself closer to the public and
promoting partnership with other stakeholders
towards producing the best leaders in the public
safety sector.
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Geared by its will to make itself closer,
accessible, and known to all Filipino youth
across the nation, the PNPA headed by PMGEN
Rhoderick C. Armamento initiated the signing
of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with the Mountain Province State Polytechnic
College (MPSPC), Lone Congressional District of
Mountain Province, Municipality of Bontoc and
the Philippine National Police Academy Alumni
Association-CAR (Bontoc Lakan Group) on March
7, 2021. Said parties represented by Dr. Rexton
F. Chakas, Cong. Maximo Y. Dalog, Jr., Mayor
Franklin C. Odsey, and Bontoc Lakan Chapter
President PLTCOL Zyrus Michael C. Serrano
agreed with their respective roles in introducing the
cadetship training program of PNPA to the native
people of CAR and in the recruitment process
of cadet applicants. These include information
dissemination, promotion, administrative and
logistical support, and personnel and resource
management. With such MOU, the MPSPC also
pledged to offer its classrooms and other facilities
for free in every conduct of the PNPA Cadet
Admission Test (PNPACAT). Such initiative has

opened the door of opportunity for the native
youth of CAR who are exceptionally intelligent,
talented, and fit to become officers of the
Philippine National Police (PNP), Bureau of Fire
Protection (BFP), and Bureau of Jail Management
and Penology (BJMP). Meanwhile, in consonance
with accepting only the nation’s cream of the crop,
PNPA also formed ties with the Ateneo School of
Governance (ASOG) for further sharpening and
widening of its graduates’ skills and knowledge.
With the back-to-back support of the

PNPA, ASOG, and PNP Training Service (PNPTS),
scholarship grants were given to the Top 3
graduates of HINIRANG Class 2021. Likewise,
PNPA officers who are willing to take a Master’s
Degree subject to the screening process were also
offered the scholarship. This another milestone
in community partnership was achieved during
the meeting between PBGEN Arcadio A. Jamora
(Commandant of Cadets) and PCOL Rolly Octavio
(Asst. Dean of Academics) with Pastor Bernabe
V Manuel (President, Bless Our Cops Movement)
and PBGEN Bernard M. Banac (PNPTS Director)
during the latter’s visit to PNPA last February
16, 2021. Said scholarship, which will be funded
under ASOG and BOC Movement, is intended to
support the pursuit of a master’s degree in Ateneo
School of Government. As the 21st public safety
demands deeper education and more-defined
specialization, parties involved believe that helping
the graduates pursue further studies will enhance
the transformation capacity of the PNP and other
bureaus, therefore, delivering better service to the
country and inducing an in-depth nation-building.
More than the mandate given by PD No.
1184 to professionalize police personnel, the PNPA
goes beyond it by providing equal opportunities
to all Filipino youth and supporting further
development of its products as they become
public safety officers. More than building linkages
and building partnerships, the Academy commits
to the goal of making the Philippines a safer and
better place to live, work and do business
PNPA
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UNASSAILABLE WALLS OF THE LEGION
By CADET 2C DONNA JANE L MANERA
Having been dubbed as the country’s esteemed
and well-regarded training institution, the Philippine
National Police Academy (PNPA) has gone through
tough phases in recent times. From the ash falls of the
Taal Volcano to this global helm of the pandemic – the
Corona Virus Disease - 19 (COVID-19) – the Academy
has been tried by fire time and again, yet chose to
persist and defy odds to rise up and overcome these
natural adversaries.

I

n the current uncertain times, we may not know exactly, why
we suffer challenges that we think stretch to the depths of the
inner core of the earth, that we think grind the hardest rock into
pebbles then sand of uncertainties which poke the souls of the
congregation and that we think during these times hands of the
timepiece never move even a single second which makes hours
longer than what it serve to be.

Suffering is an absolute hitch. The global outbreak of the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has placed a huge blank slate
at the crossroads of state, law and religion. In the absence of a
vaccine or antiviral drug against COVID-19, the global prevention
strategy relies on reducing social interactions and maintaining
physical distance between people, which includes the suspension
of mass gatherings. This inevitably leads to restrictions on
religious groups to worship or conduct public religious rituals.
To date, the COVID-19 crisis has ravaged the face of
the earth with millions of claimed lives, infected hundreds of
thousands more, wounded national economies, and affected the
way of life of basically everyone else. Daily figures indicate the
rise of infection rates per day which skyrocket by the thousands in
the Philippines alone, breaking records for the highest percentage
of infectivity since the virus first landed on Philippine soil. Recent
news also tells us about the vaccines being manufactured and
produced by pharmaceutical companies, its effectivity against
the virus, and the complications and incompatibility of the same
against the new strands – or versions – of the COVID-19 virus.
Never in the history of the country has been recorded anything
like this COVID-19 pandemic and its consequences. Everyone
wondered to what it could be compared to help understand it.
News reports showed streets and alleyways in countries, empty
of people and cars, businesses and establishments closed.
Schools and playgrounds are deserted. Training institutions are
temporarily closed and are placed with frail lines as walls to the
clutch and knot of individuals who desire to be part of the legion
of the braves and the brawny.
Within the Cadet Corps Philippine National Police
Academy (CCPNPA), the cadets live accordingly in regimental
fashion, training and learning on a daily basis – and in every hour
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of the day, their actions are determined through the dissemination
of instructions as laid out by the Command. Given these
circumstances, with one being an evasive global medical crisis
and the other a life made even more hectic brought about by the
former, it is without a doubt that the cadets find themselves in a
setting where pressure and stress – let alone fear of the dreaded
virus – is inevitably existent. The usual way of living the cadets have
grown fond of and the “new normal” which they have to transition
into caused by the aftermath of the pandemic combined, the cadets
have no choice but to embrace this rigid reality where movements
are minimal, new operating procedures are introduced and
constantly updated, and preventive measures are prevalent within
the Corps. All these pose new challenges for the cadets to hurdle
– and throughout the process, one needs more than just physical,
emotional, and psychological strength to make it through the other
end of the line.
Despite the concerns at hand, the Corps of Cadets, in
the way they are trained to find ways and means to get tasks done
and compliances accomplished, to remain stoic and steady in
the face of adversity, made ends meet in their pursuit for prayer
to ensure that their spiritual needs are satisfied and their bond
with God fortified. The cadets’ resilience to remain persistent
in their religious activities amidst the pandemic resulted in the
continuation of certain practices and traditions borne from the
various religious denominations that exist within the Corps.
In an effort to observe health protocols implemented
by the Academy Health Service (AHS), the Corps – despite

being confined in their respective Lakan dormitories within the
Battalion Area – carried on with their fellowships, gatherings, and
worship-services, given that they consider the necessary medical
measures made. Having such liberty, the Roman Catholics
managed to push through with the Misa de Gallo last December
and recently, the observance of the Holy Week within the
confines of the company dormitories. On Sundays, the Catholics
made programs which consist of Gospel and Bible Readings,
group sharing activities, singing of songs of worship and praise,
reflection and contemplation which they correlate with their lives
and actuations as cadets. The INC and Baptist cadets on the other
hand went virtual in their religious services, using Zoom as their
medium to connect with the rest of their respective communities,
which altogether solidifies their strength to connect with God; and
as for the other denominations such as the Anglican, CCF, and
Islam communities of cadets, they made sure to gather and attend
to their practices in their respective worship areas.
A lot of religious traditions and other practices may have
been cancelled due to the strict measures and tight implementation
of consistent lockdowns within the Corps, yet the cadets’ initiative
and intuition prove to show that regardless of the circumstances
and challenges brought before the Corps, the cadets remain
steadfast and resilient in faith and fervor for the love of God.
Many as we may be in terms with belief and faith, yet we
are one in prayer in the hopes that one day all our hardships in our
lives as cadets will pay off, and that this pandemic pandemonium
will soon – with God’s grace – come to an end.
PNPA
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PREPARATION FOR MOOT COURT
Ready, Set, Moot!

By CADET 2C ART LORENZ FRANCISCO
Having been the back-to-back
consistent awardees of the Justice
Leonor Ines Luciano Best Mooter Award
of the National Moot Court Competition
on International Humanitarian Law
Asia Pacific Rounds, the PNPA has
once again proved that they are more
than the snappy parades, physical
prowess, and public safety trainings.
The Philippine National Police Academy
as the only non-law school contender
holds distinction from the other Clubs and
organization of the Academy through its
sheer prominence. From its specialized expertise in the field of
International Humanitarian Law to the numerous awards it has
adorned the academy with, it is no surprise that the Moot Court
team has gained much awe and respect amongst its peers. Such
reputation is enough to raise brows and raise questions on how an
elite organization prepares itself for the competitions it represents
the academy with.

moot court competitions tend to focus on municipal laws while
on the international level – it has been elevated to focus on
public international law and other cross-border subjects that test
the brains and critical thinking of every participant. Set in the
courtroom setting, teams are represented with two speakers or
oralists and a third member – the counsel that acts as support.
In the course of 10 to 25 minutes, the oralists can cover up to
three main points. Communication – whether it be rebuttal or
surrebuttal are limited to short rounds. It is facilitated by a panel
of judges who may interrogate the speakers of each team. It’s
more than just arguments battling back and forth - but rather, its
a contest of strategy, wit, and persuasion where the clever and
persevering prevail.

Moot Court or Mooting is where participants engage
in simulated court or arbitration hearings, which typically
include writing memorials or memoranda and engaging in oral
arguments. Though Moot Court does not involve direct witness
testimony, cross-examinations, or evidence presentation – it
exclusively focuses on the application of the law to a particular
collection of evidentiary assumptions, details, and corrections
to which Moot Court competitors are exposed to. Domestic
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Though it varies from competition to competition, the
basic structure of a moot court competition is roughly similar to
what happens in actual appellate practices. Participants get to
know the problem ahead of time, including the facts of the case
at hand and then prepare for the case as if they are the lawyers
or advocates of a party involved. It does not just involve mere
oral argumentation but also the submission of written briefs to try
to determine and settle cases that often are based on topics of
interest, imitating real cases or made up to resolve challenging
legal issues.
The task of preparing for these events is daunting
yet preparation ensures the best chance for any competitor
– moot court included to secure victory and success.
The Moot Court team engages in practices weeks prior
to a competition, refreshing and enhancing all key facets
needed during the competition proper. Included in these
preparations are the Mock Trials wherein the Moot Court
team engage in Oral Debate rounds of two per day - testing
how each member would fair under scrutinizing eyes of
the interrogators and maintaining stability under pressure.
Though it is not just limited in purely Mock Trials of oral
expertise – preparation for written arguments are just as
vital as oral debates.
And yet, despite all of this – Moot Court does not stand
alone in its endevors as it also has the support of the Lakans who
have been a part of the Moot Court Team in their hey days. Law
Experts also guide the team whenever there are clarifications
needed or polishing of arguments. All these preparations and
sheer dedication of the members involved are what makes the
Moot Court team, albeit small, a true force to be reckoned with. It
has been the only law school that has competed in competitions
such as the National Moot Court Competition in International
Humanitarian Law - the only non-law school to do so. A pioneer
in delivering excellence - they have proven that despite not being
a law school, the Academy has produced successful mooters –
the ‘dark horse’ of every competition it has ever competed with
and has gained accolades. It is not a disadvantage but rather as

a challenge for the Academy to step up and deliver in its efforts
to truly be the best.
Out of the thousands of strong and capable cadets, the
Moot Court Team headed by ATTY Juvi H Gayatao, Team
Coach; PLTCOL Joven T Bahil, Officer-in-charge of the Team;
and PMAJ Larry Gabion, Assistant OIC, only select a handful
of members from each class to form the team. And this year,
there are only three (3) Cadets composing the team: Cdt 1C
Crizaldo U Barcarse Jr of ALAB KALIS Class of 2022, Best
Mooter in the Philippines, Cdt 2C Mary Louise M Moyano and
CDT 2C Mary Grace Rom Montenegro of MASIDTALAK Class
of 2023 remain as the members of the moot court team. The
team extends its invitation to all though the selection processes
test the dedication and the commitment that every aspirant has
and is as rigid as its preparations for each event it signs up
for. Yet, in its end – the PNPA Moot Court Team has been the
pride of the academy in the field of practical law application
and persuasive advocacy.
PNPA
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Harnessing Prowess on the Warmest
By CADET 2C MAY LORD F SUMALINOG
Earliest sunrise and latest
sunset, longest days and shortest
nights, that is how summer is featured
for the rest of the world, while as a cadet
of a premier leadership institution, the
warmest season is for rigid trainings,
developmental seminars and proficiency
courses to hone cadets to match the
officer ship’s quality standards.
New Cadet Detail Seminar
(NCDS) will teach the ALAB-KALIS
Class of 2022 of views and applications
of diverse leadership approaches, gauging and redefining them to
upgrade the leader-subordinate bond within the corps. It might as
well help them amend the archaic methods and outdated customs
of running the cadet corps. Additionally, the vital end of the course
is to serve as an induction for the partakers on supervising the
unaccustomed cadets of PNPA Class of 2025.

fostering public welfare similar to military operations is what the
incoming second class cadets will correspondingly undertake,
being it one of the highpoints of the Academy’s summer training,
the Basic Internal Security Operation Course (BISOC).
Public Safety Intervention Course (PSIC) involving Civil
Disturbance Management (CDM), Police Operational Procedures
(POP) which offers circumstances to be possibly encountered
by the cadets that will develop their skills, abilities and decisionmaking. Fundamental disarming of pistol, arresting techniques
and the conduct of hot pursuit fulfills the activities of the course.
LAYAG-DIWA Class of 2024 likewise will gain knowledge
concerning ethics of police service through the mandatory annual
carrying out of the International Criminal Investigative Training
Assistance Program or the ICITAP course.
For the fourth class cadets to be the incoming exemplar
of the corps, they took the Role Model Cadet Seminar, before
receiving the incoming Class of 2025. Furthermore, an assortment

Whilst a part of the ruling class is role-playing the New
Cadets and indoctrinating regimented way of living, the other half
is enduring destitutions, physical and mental strain for discipline in
acquiring the latest tactics, techniques and procedures in structural
clearance used by elite special operations forces in their Close
Quarter Battle (CQB) training.
An additional duty is what comes with progressing to the
subsequent level as second class cadets that requires edification.
Accomplishing the Squad Leaders’ Orientation Course (SLOC) for
MASIDTALAK Class of 2023 proposes them steering principles
on the control of two inferior classes.
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of approaches to be employed in integrating potentials of a leader was
imparted in the curriculum.
Steel-clad with intelligence, skills and driven with burning heart, a
PNPA cadet primes himself to wrangle war opposing injustice, mediocrity,
degeneracy, and aggression. These trainings, seminars, and courses
refines us to be a triumphant leader and resilient defenders of justice,
peace, and democracy.

PNPA
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INTO THE PORTALS OF THE ACADEMY
By CADET 2C DONNA JANE L MANERA
It is not a mistake: the four
years at the lawmen’s Academy
are very challenging, tightly
structured and designed to shove
you well beyond your limits.
The straw-hat before a cadet
starts instruction at the academy
serves as a transition from civilian
to cadet. However, this is no easy
grind. Once arriving in the thresholds
of the academy plus the cold weather
breeze from the majestic Laguna de
Bay and entering through the gates of Reception Day, plebes
embark on the indoctrination course. The first thing they learn is
a proper salute and the rigors of the day. And, for the next seven
weeks, it starts at dawn and continues long later at dusk.
Let us twitch with a few basics. On one’s first few days
at the Academy, you begin learning a whole new vocabulary of
“cadet lingo.” One week is ten days, no breakfast or lunch or dinner
but “mess” and you can find no restroom except for a latrine.
Also, upper class seniority is specified in a way distinctive from
conventional university terminologies.
The academy molds cadets to become better versions of
themselves who transform as excellent leaders through constant
honing of acquired and developed skills. Beside that, the ability
to work as a team, permits them to cultivate, foster and nurture
essential life skills. Living and working together, cadets develop
comradeship and indulgence, which will aid them well afterwards.
Given that the academy trails a strict rule in terms of time, cadets
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cope with all the activities specified for 24 hours. These activities
are in the areas of academics, duties, coursework, meals and
strenuous physical training.
Traditions are practices handed down from class to class
at the academy. Many have been recorded over the years in
PNPA’s account. Several are as timeworn as a century or more
but few have remained wholly unchanged. It would be difficult to
foretell what four years at the Philippine National Police Academy
would be like for civilians, but we can define our viewpoint, our
curriculum and the daily life you can expect. Only after you had
experienced the exhausting rigors of being a plebe, and after you
have faced the responsibility of leading other underclass cadets
and after you have thrown or tossed your shaku into the air at
graduation will you really know what the PNPA experience is all
about. Here is a picture of the few good traditions practiced by
cadets in the corps.
THE HONOR CODE SYSTEM
The development of character and integrity in each cadet
is one of the basic philosophies of the academy. To highlight their
commitment to living an honorable life, cadets developed and
implemented an honor concept known as the “The Honor Code
and The Honor System.” The code and the system is a constructive
and uplifting assertion right from the corps of cadets who they
are and what they are endeavoring to realize. It ascertains the
communal goals and ideas which cadets envision for themselves
at the academy as well as in reality. It is the academy’s means of
training and preparing cadets for a life of a refined individual who
will soon become an officer and gentleman rendering service to
the country.

The Honor Concept of the Cadet Corps urges everyone
to accomplish their duties and obligations with the utmost sense
of individual integrity, service, honor and justice. Furthermore,
loyalty to the service, its customs, and its traditions are primary
characteristics vital to an efficient and effective officer. Lying,
cheating, and stealing are never tolerated in the institution. And
might be an act for estrangement or separation from the academy.
Additionally, honor concept underscores “doing what is right”
rather than only not breaking the rules of the system.
INSPECTOR’S FIRST SALUTE
A long honored practice in the academy is for a
newly commissioned officer to offer a bill to the first person or
underclassmen who salutes him or her. The bill signifies the
profound sense of appreciation and gratitude an officer has to the
underclassmen for the knowledge and wisdom they pass on and
for the respect they give in providing a greeting by their salute.
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THE SHAKU TOSS
The “shaku toss” is the customary ending to graduation
and commissioning rites and ceremonies at the PNPA. The newly
commissioned officers traditionally toss their shaku into the air.
This has become the symbolic and visual finale to the four-year
public safety training program at the institution.
NATAL DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CADET
Many people develop their own birthday traditions, which
are passed down through the generations. For most birthdays
are often linked with eating and drinking but certainly not always.
In the academy for instance, it is the most loved and treasured
celebrations in a cadet’s life. It involves a schematized and
confidential coordination with those whom the celebrator holds
dear. This may include the cherished and treasured members
of the company or battalion and former acquaintances who
have undeniably shared a portion or a fragment of the pie of the
celebrator all throughout the period of stay in the camp.
PNPA
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For the cadets considered it as the time of the year when one
could be appreciated, loved and valued without uncertainties.
This is accomplished by carrying out a plot or a scheme, which
has been contrived beforehand. Cadets will often recourse to
crafting and creating artworks, posters, pop-outs and signage,
bearing their avant-garde compliments and greetings that will
serve as reminder of the celebration. Moreover, daily marches
are made even sprightlier by the reprise or chorus of “yohooyohoo” of the elements in the teams or platoons expressing that
everyone undeniably wishes to extend their joy and bliss for a
looming gathering, oozing the obvious impression of a sightenticing procession. On the distinct day, the Mess Hall loops
with resounding applause and cheers and blazing yells. From
each table, cadets rush and throw left over food and liquids to
the celebrator which is one very strange tradition in the camp. In
the evening, the celebrations began when all the guests arrived.
Songs are sung from every walls of the dormitories. Lobbies are
decorated with paper flowers, balloons and colorful buntings. The
celebration is just all about fun, merry-making, laughter and jokes.
YOHOO-YOHOO
In this day and age of cutting-edge technology cadets still
render a tribute to the upperclassmen or another cadet in a form of
letter or song, usually done when an upperclassman is celebrating
his or her birthday. It is also a countdown that is done by the
underclassmen to the graduating class. Cadets would convene
early morning to sing and croon for the upperclassmen with
their blaring voices beautifully blending and fusing with the early
twittering and chirping of birds. Every corner of study tables and
wooden lockers will expectedly be filled with woven fabric of silk
or cotton ribbons, dazzling sticky notes and messages and popouts or explosion boxes luminously colored and silvery or shiny
dusted. Just like during birthdays, anniversaries, holidays—there
is always a reason special events get pinned or circled in each
cadet’s calendar every year: it is a cadet’s way of appreciating
and giving meaning to significant life moments. Thus, reminding
cadets mark milestones and connect with the people they care
about inside the camp.
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SQUAD LEADER’S TIME
What does it take to really know someone? With the
proliferation of social media, access to people’s personal and private
information has become easier than ever. We can find out about a
person’s family, educational credentials, and even service account
without even having met them in real life. When, then, can we say
we truly know someone? In the cadet corps, it is not necessary to
throw a party with balloons and cake each time there is a gathering
of members of a squad but it is most of the time. Squad Leader’s
Time is the regular celebration of a member of a squad’s birthday
or just a celebration of wins big and small or simply just a breath of
extremes in the rigid life in the corps. It is the time of keeping everyone
in the squad aligned to the mission and values that contribute to its
growth as a team. People are more than their profile. Cadets always

love having the whole squad together, especially when they get to
celebrate something as important as recognition for the squad’s
achievement or accomplishment.
Those mentioned above are just the tip of an iceberg. One
can fully have a grasp on it when he or she gets to be one of those
chosen individuals taking the road less travelled. Cadets improve
their lives according to the code of honor, and learn the importance
of ethical behavior in all their endeavors. All throughout a cadet’s stay
in the Academy, the cadet binds himself to the code and the system.
The policies, rules and regulations help cadets uphold and internalize
at all times for the duration of their education and training at PNPA.
With emphasis on character, selfless service and discipline, cadets
are able to face challenges head on. Indeed, it is the traditions and
customs that give distinction to what a Lakan is like.

PNPA
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A life of Cadet
By CADET 3C JAYBER A SANDAYAN

easy.

It wouldn’t be worth it if it’s

That’s what I realized when I
finally got accepted in the PNPA last
June 2019. My story started back
when I was a kid dreaming to become
a policeman. I was born and raised
in a simple and loving family in the
province of Baganga, Davao Oriental.
I was cared, nurtured, protected and
supported by my family. They gave me
the chance to be closer to my dream
by allowing me to take a course in line with it. In 2014, they enrolled
me at a school funded by the government, DOSCST-Mati City.
There I discovered the stigma of being a criminology student
where other courses look down on us and so I decided to strive
harder not just for myself but also for my parents. I made a deal
with myself to become a Cum laude and make everyone see how
far a promdi boy could go. While studying I was also taking shifts
in watching and caring for my grandparents as me and my sister
live with them while we were studying. I feel so blessed to have
both my parents and grandparents’ support.
My hardworking parents did their best to support us, in
return I did very well in school and I got to receive an academic
recognition and scholarship that lessened their burden of our
expenses. The money I receive may not be that much but being
thrifty and wise can take you a long way. Years go by and life gets
tougher. In 2015, my grandmother was diagnosed with cancer
and a year later, she finally departed from us. After her demise,
my grandfather started feeling unwell as he began to journey this
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world without his partner. In 2017, my sister who is my housemate and
partner in life has to leave me to pursue her studies at a different place.
In the same year my grandfather was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s and
that’s where my love, patience and time management were tested.
Many times I have to sleep late or wake up at any time as he would
have his manic attack or call for assistance and I can’t leave him
unattended. With my goal to become cum laude and the responsibility
to watch for my grandfather, I had to triple my effort in studying and
extend more sincerity in everything I do. Finally, in 2019, my parents
received two wonderful gifts of success. My sister finally finished her
Civil Engineering course and I also finished Criminology with latin
honors — Cum Laude. I did it, we did it. But the fight has just began.
After I achieved my goal to become Cum laude, I was
up to a higher goal which is to become a PNPA cadet. In 2020, I
successfully passed the PNPA qualifying exam. I wanted this so
much and now there’s no going back because if I don’t make it,
I’ll never be a cadet anymore as my age would no longer qualify
in the next year. It is now or never. The next steps where the
crucial ones as I have to go to Manila a couple of times for my
neuro-psychological exam, medical exam and agility test. Money
was indeed a necessity and I was also battling with the difficulty
of travel due to the Covid 19 pandemic. It was hard traveling from
a far province just to get to Davao city and fly back to Manila. I
got scared but didn’t succumbed to fear* because my family did
everything that they could to fly me back and forth from Davao
to Manila, vice versa. It was a challenging phase in my life as I
know my parents have sacrificed a lot just to grant my dream no
matter what. It was more heartbreaking because lolo passed away
just when I got accepted in the academy. Truly, I say, it is not my
success alone but our success. A goal achieve with determination,
patience, faith and a lot of effort. A goal fulfilled because of the
teachings instilled by my parents and grandparents’ specially my
lolo who taught me humility and security. Timing, indeed, was
also a great factor because everything seems to have just landed
according to its* place right where and when God wanted it to be.
Dreams do come true, believe and you will achieve.
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BRICK BY BRICK: PNPA’s Legacy in Four Decades
By CADET 2C MARY LOUISE M MOYANO
What constructs a legacy? This is but a
mere speck in the numerous questions when
asking about bequests; pondering what is left
of us when we bite the dust. Our legacy is a
product of our actions, etched into a broad
space continuum.
Legacies form the memories. It is remembered
and reflected upon by all those who dare recall. Since
its establishment in 1977, the Philippine National
Police Academy remains alive and strong – through
the concerted efforts of her ayers from the pioneer MAHARLIKA Class of 1980 to
the newly graduated HINIRANG Class of 2021. Together with PBGEN Rhoderick
Custodio Armamento, hand-in-hand they pledged to implement the Camp-wide
Development Plan that has sought not only to ameliorate the area within the campus,
but also to build new facilities in it.
Hereunder are some of the proposed projects towards making the Academy
(PNPA) a premier educational and training institution in the next decades to come:

Crime Scene Plaza
The Crime Scene Plaza is located at the former site of the Moot Court and Crime
Scene building. The area branches out to infrastructures that include the renovated
Crime Scene Investigation building and other relevant Commercial facilities such as
banks, gas stations, police station, cinema etc. This is to serve as a development hub
not only for cadets, but also for guests who will be visiting the Academy.
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Forensics Building
The Forensics Building shall be the catalyst for knowledge and development
within the cadets in the field of Forensic Science. This building shall be used to hone
cadet’s prowess in the application of scientific procedures in both criminal and civil
laws. More so, the utilization of the building shall ensure an opportunity for cadets
to reach a further learning experience as incoming officers of the Tri-Bureau.

Hall of Justice
The Hall of Justice shall serve as the home for the Moot Court Team to be
used for their simulated court and/or arbitration proceedings. The hall shall involve
drafting of memorials or memoranda while the team participates in oral arguments;
allowing cadets to mold their skills when it comes to debate and public speaking.
These and other upcoming facilities, brick upon brick, shall breed a new
generation of cadets who shall be better equipped with the tools necessary for the real
McCoy. Such facilities do not only ought to showcase the innumerous support of our
Lakans as they have bestowed a token of the past, but also, the latter pave a stepping
stone for a brighter future towards reaching the true essence of public service.
Legacy reverberates the erstwhile. The actions done today are but mere
tributes to what the Academy has done for them in their own timeline.
Henceforth, it is through our legacies that we call upon the future– heralding
a promise made for the next batch of leaders that shall serve the Tri-bureau with
their utmost capacity.
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A Bounty of Faith: Celebrating
500 years of Christendom
By CADET 2C JAYVEE KEVIN O TORIBIO
“All Christians are ‘gifted to give.’ This ‘giftedness’ motivated generous
missionaries over the centuries; it must also inflame the hearts of all of us
today to engage in mission here at home and in other countries,” ARCHBISHOP
ROMULO VALLES, President of the Catholic Bishops Conference of the Philippines
(CBCP) pronounced in a pastoral statement.
Reverence and compassion
affiliate the quincentenary of
Christianity in the Philippines, a
commemoration of faith to hark
back spearheaded by the Catholic
Bishops Conference of the Philippines (CBCP) as this formally
commenced on April 4, 2021 and will end on April 22, 2022.
“Missio Ad Gentes (Mission to the World) is this year’s theme
affiliated with “Gifted to Give” as the Philippine Church dedicates
2021 pastoral year to missionary renewal, encouraging Filipino
people to Christian calling in the inclination of religious and
priestly vocations. “Freely you have received, freely give”,
as Matthew 10:8 reads. Christianity defines as an unswerving
belief in God and in the divine doctrines and ideas of the church,
rooted on the spiritual cognizance and faith of the believers.
This purposely invites us to graciously and gratefully treasure
the bountiful graces and blessings of faith they received and be
bestowed with the utmost desire to share this gift to the hopeless
and uncertain on their paths.
Christianity is persistent to uphold the adornment and
faith of Filipinos which focuses on the indispensable beliefs
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regarding the life, teachings, and death of Jesus Christ who
is a perfect embodiment of love and righteousness. It is more
than a system of religious belief that also encompasses the
culture and practices behind the celebrated faith which have
been handed down from the past Filipino ancestors to the
recent generation, informing them the sanctity of life and
respect for humanity as how it affects their way of life. Catholic
faith does not only refer to a person’s act of trust and certitude,
but also to measure their level of faith to keep and share the
bountiful teachings of our Savior.
In the celebration of the Catholic faith, there are
significant events to be commemorated such as the earliest
documented Easter Mass in the Philippines eventuated on
March 31, 1521 at the island of Limasawa, Southern Leyte, and
the historic first baptism in Cebu on April 14, 1521. To attest
the quincentennial celebration of Christianity amidst strict
observance of social distancing, inevitable restrictions, and
health safety protocols brought by the COVID-19 pandemic;
the strong credence and devotion of hundreds of pre-selected
pilgrims, government officials, and Roman Catholic priests
have not hampered and still flocked to the island town to take

this year’s Quincentennial celebration is an inviolable attestation
not just to the religious practices and pertinence of the Catholic
church, but also to the unerring desire and resoluteness of
Filipinos in plotting their spirituality to share and embosom
faith. From the gift of abundant natural resources, coruscating
talents, profuse heritage, indomitable faith, and the resilience
of the national spirit; it is indisputably claimed to sharpen the
nationalistic fervor and coalition of efforts imbued with strong
intention of pursuing as vital calibers in improving the lives
of every Filipinos. It is an unwavering pronouncement which
invites one’s hope, compassion and charity to cogitate on how
Christianity has diffused to the shade of our ancestral roots, and
has been coalesced in the culture, identity, devout orientation
of every Filipinos who have inseparably embrace the faith and
evangelization.
part in the portentous mass and thanksgiving program. More
than 500 “Jubilee churches” have also been distinguished
nationwide in ensuring to foster a potent involvement in the
celebration of faith, a bounty to keep and to share. The Pope’s
March 14 mass was also acquainted by Filipino Catholics,
which was administered to the 500-year birth anniversary
of Christendom in the country. At any moment until April 22,
2022, pilgrims who slate to visit one of these churches may
accrue plenary indulgences in authority from the February 25
decree issued by Pope Francis to the CBCP.
The year-long celebration pursues to reconnoiter how
Christianity has shaped the wondrous history and rich culture
of our country despite the innumerable struggles Filipinos faced
from typhoons, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, armed conflicts
and the unruly spread of COVID-19 pandemic which seek to
bring cooperative effort in manifesting a spontaneous outburst
of our strong spirit of indebtedness, to continue in this mission
of unyielding Christian faith, and to kindle the abridged world
with the bounty of His incomparable love.
It is truly indebted and gratifying to have a religious
orientation to keep and the euphoria to share graces of faith as

The Cadet Corps of Philippine National Police
Academy is also in solemn attendance in the celebration of 500
years of Christianity in the country as their faith and reverence
to God are proliferatin, allocating Sunday with sufficient juncture
for praise and worship in all existing religious denominations
inside the academy. Daily Bible reading and evening prayer
before retiring at night is a valuable tradition being observed
by cadets, conducting such habit without any doubt in mind nor
being mandatorily told. It is a constant opportunity for every
cadets to share their personal reflections from bible verses and
prayers to contemplate and to cherish throughout the day. It is a
good indication and prevailingly proven that Christian faith can
also be treasured and shared in a public safety institution like
PNPA despite the hectic schedules and arduous training that
cadets have.
Catholic faith and spirituality are inculcated in the hearts
of the Filipino people, to celebrate and share the Holy words
and divine teachings of God with the sense of belongingness,
humility and fulfilment without any opportunity of worship to
choose but just a pure devotion in Him regardless of age to pray
with, sexual orientations, and social status of living that make
Filipinos as truly gifted to give.
PNPA
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By CADET 2C MARY LOUISE M MOYANO
To Transform cadets into
God-centered , community
responsive Public Safety
Officers trusted and respected
by the people. A police service
that aligns itself to the values
of Christianity and godliness
is a trait that has been well
interwoven into the fabric
that cloths the Philippine
National Police Academy.
This said trait is not just left
within the portals of this institution but is echoed
by its alumni the moment that its refined gentlemen
and women leave the Long Maroon Line and join the
Corps of Officers.
The Police service is not an easy road to traverse
for it is like a pathway masked with haze – uncertain
of the way forward with all its trials and tribulations.
Men and women of the uniformed service have to
battle the different struggles of being in the force:
from being far from their families, family feuds, up to
the unexpected circumstances that may occur during
operations. In an occupation that is riddled with strife
and uncertainty, guidance from the Almighty is vital
to ensure the success of their task at hand.
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Although the police forces are not alone in their
work – as within the PNP, the Chaplain Services (CHS)
oversees the “moral and spiritual transformation” of the
220, 000 police force and their families. There are about
30 cop-priests including an imam and evangelical priests
(for those who profess to Islam and Evangelicalism) in
the service. Cop-priests guide police men and women,
their families from birth to death, from baptism to the
final blessing of dying cops. In a life of constant pain and

uncertainty, cop-priests and other religious personnel
form part of the Chaplain Services of the PNP to serve
as the spiritual backbone of the strong organization.
With the daunting task at hand, someone
dedicated and committed to the task in the name of
PBGEN Jayson Dayok Ortizo. He leads the Philippine
National Police, Chaplain Service. It is noteworthy to
mention that at present, he is the youngest PNP General
to have attained a star-rank , at the age of 46, and the first
PNP Chaplain to have become a general. His ascendance
into generalship is an attestation to almost 22 years
of dedicated service to both Christ and the Filipino
people – having been recommended by former PNP
Chief , Ret. General Archie Francisco Gamboa, further
approved by the Chief Executive President Rodrigo
Roa Duterte last May 29, 2020. His assumption of the
position of directorship of the Chaplain Services has
not been smooth sailing with the pandemic in full-swing,
affecting Police operations nationwide. Nevertheless,
PBGEN Ortizo is no stranger to turbulent waters and
has committed to serve the Filipino people, maintaining
the principles in the covenant with God.
This concentrated efforts have been the manifestation
of PBGEN Ortizo and the Chaplain Service’s intent to fulfill
their vision: see to the moral and spiritual transformation of
PNP personnel into God-centered, service-oriented, and
family-based public servants. The young general and the
rest of Chaplain Services have been storming the heavens
with prayers for the police force, for better or for worse
- in full support of their mission as shepherds
Within the Philippine National Police Academy,
cadets are expected to be morally upright as future public

safety officers. Regardless of religious affiliations, cadets
are taught to serve and give their wholehearted dedication
to both God and country. The Chaplain Services, under
the Religious Affairs Office (RAO) has been active in
ensuring that no cadet is left astray in faith. The different
religious denominations have been dynamical in making
sure that cadets are morally and spiritually active through
strict observance of Sunday Worship with the stringent
surpervision of the upperclass cadets towards their
religious counterparts and subordinates. Furthermore, the
PNPA has also given its full support in the commemoration
of the 500 years since Christianity was first brought on
to Philippine shores. Indeed, this year’s theme of “Gifted
to give” rings true to all cadets of the Long Maroon Line
– each one of us has something special to give back to the
community with the highest virtues of Justice, Integrity,
and Service – all of which the Philippine National Police
Academy is the sum total. With this, the cadets are gifted
to give back to the community in full display of genuine
service, concern, and self-less love for our faithful lands
and its people.
PNPA
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CADETS’ VIRTUOSITY: A Caliber Towards Excellence
By CADET 2C JAYVEE KEVIN O TORIBIO

Cadets are profoundly
bestowed with dexterity
and prowess in any field
of expertise as they can
perform productively and
are correlated with versatility
and finesse to bring out an
anomalous output, not just to
suffice any assented task but
also to accord meaningfully
for the development of
Philippine National Police Academy.
“Jack of all trades” accordingly, is an oft-quoted aphorism
used in allusion to cadets who have plunged in myriad skills,
obtained a broad knowledge to caliber, and entirely pragmatic to
amass discipline, rather than gaining mettle and sleight of hand
by focusing on one.
In every activity eventuated both inside and outside the
portals of the academy, it is indisputably prevailing to gain first-hand
experience in beholding cadets’ knack and talents. Cadets are
more than just the unruffled endurance in arduous training, snappy
parades, and physical perdurability. Cadets can muster things
beyond everybody’s surmise and expectations. The academy
is more resplendently proud to intone with the innate degree of
musicality of Cadet Combo, to be impressed with the eloquent
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and aesthetic skill of distinguished cadet artists and electricians,
the writing dexterity and work-versatility of the members of Corps
Publications, cadets’ dancing prowess, gun shooting proficiency,
and their active sports involvement in basketball, volleyball, chess,
triathlon, lawn tennis, badminton, and alike.
To prove the talents and virtuosity of the cadets in all
aspects of arena, the PNPA Slow Drill Company are adept with
disciplined movements in performing precise execution of rifles
and time-honored formations, and to unveil the rifle adroitness and
dancing bliss of Silent Drill Company who do not only captivate
visitors’ glad eye and assiduous attention during camp visits, but
also excelled triumphantly in outside engagements like the Armed
Forces of the Philippines’ Silent Drill Competition participated by
the HINIRANG Class of 2021 Silent Drill Company who was hailed

as Champions against other Service Academies, and the ALABKALIS Class of 2022 Silent Drill Company who bagged 1st Runner
Up in the 1st Presidential Silent Drill Competitions at the Quirino
Grandstand. The PNPA Moot Court team is participating actively
in the annual National Moot Court Competition on International
Humanitarian Law, being the only non-law school contingent
among the best performing law schools in the country and in
2020, CDT Crizaldo Uy Barcarse Jr bagged the Justice Leonor
Ines Luciano Best Mooter Award. In the grappling predicament
of COVID-19, the PNPA showed its research competency in the
international arena during the 2020 International Undergraduate
Conference on Policing (IUCP) held through an online platform
and was able to obtain Third place against other participating
teams from Asia.
Amidst the importuning heat of the sun of May, cadets
before the unveiling of ranks are bustling in their respective
Summer Training Courses to be edified and trained in becoming
more physically sturdy and mentally compos mentis to substantiate
their acquired skills, leadership scheme, volunteerism, and

teamwork showed in the Close Quarter Battle (CQB) of the
second-class cadets, Basic Internal Security Operations Course
(BISOC) of the third-class cadets, and Public Safety Intervention
Course (PSIC) of the newly-recognized cadets. The Corps of
Cadets are also solicitous of participating in all extra-curricular
activities eventuated inside the academy such as the celebration
of Buwan ng Wika, sports events during Intramurals, Giant Parol
making contest, booth making competitions during the traditional
Trick or Treat (Holy Week) and Pamaskong Handog, when all
cadets from all classes may not only exercise an utmost best of
themselves in showcasing their creativity and talents in great hope
to bring honor and gratification to their respective companies,
but also to share camaraderie and sense of fulfilment with their
fellow cadets. The plebes who are the lowest ranking cadets
may boost their self-esteem and explore their concealed and
unnoticed talents which they have not aware of when they are still
civilians that includes the crafting of yohoo-yohoo or a greeting
card with resourcefulness and creative whack for the birthdays
and accomplishments of their classmates and upperclassmen,
unbent expertise in carpentry and landscaping, singing and
dancing, and other potentials they possess that the academy has
developed and engraved them to become. Furthermore, cadets
are given due recognition and privileges when they exemplified an
outstanding academic rendition in all their subjects like Forensic
Science, Laws and Jurisprudence, and performs proficiently in
their non-academic courses that includes combative sports and
marksmanship which mold them with competency and nurturing
others to abreast cadetship with a culture of excellence.
It is truly a strapping proof of how flexible, creative
and talented cadets are, leaving a valuable caliber to ensure
advancement for the academy who are greatly molded to face
the provocations and demands of the outside world as trusted
and respected future public safety officers of the Tri-bureau.
Sufficient support from the concerned authority and having an
equal opportunity to all cadets regardless the rank they hold are
the necessary mechanism to heighten cadets’ assertiveness that
encourages their active involvement and also promote their talents,
panache and virtuosity despite the disparity.
PNPA
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Written by Cadet Barcarse
Next time I’ll be asking you out for a date, it’ll be first thing in the
morning; breakfast. It’s unusual, well prolly most couples would choose
to have it on dinner instead where night setting plays a romantic role.
But us? The point being time is precious, no need to wait for the perfect
evening long after the sunset when we can have it near the dawn.
I’ll wake you up with a morning call while I’m down the road and just in
a minute, I’ll rush to fetch you up and I’ll be the first person next to your
door. Away from inconvenience, needless for you to have a fancy dress.
You’re doing just fine with your rags shirt and loose pajamas. Coupled
with a stretch smile on your face that’s lovely to caress, it’s already the
best. Together, we’ll waltz our way to tryst.
A reservation for the both of us in a sophisticated restaurant ain’t
necessary, we’ll settle for what’s simple yet more than ordinary. Besides,
what makes a moment valuable are priceless happenings worth building
a story. One that’s not for sale and can’t be bought by money. Sure, I
may be incapable to take you out to an expensive arrangement, but that
doesn’t make my love for you any less true.
Worry not, neither of us two would succumb to the temptation of cliche
nor blue. You’ll just sit and eat while I compliment your sweet features
upon which I get myself accustomed with. The way your cheeks would
tinge a rosy shade of pink when you hear the words escaping off my lips
and how your eyes would glow as the rays of sunshine seeping through
the windows dye your hair into gold. These words of admiration will
enfold against the terrible odd.
All these subtle glances and small smiles that give us accidental knee
brushes and butterflies to start a wonderful day, we’d do. For I know after
our marriage, I’m gonna be missing a lot of morning meals because of my
early work demands in a daily basis. You know I’d work the hardest to
finance the life I want to share with you. In sickness or in health, never
with an empty pocket.
Shall the years pass and will there be no more thrills, we’ll walk through
history and reminisce the old days perhaps including this. A great
morning, indeed -- just when the sun is about to come out to play. You
and I may be daunted in the face of the busy routines of life but together,
we will make this morning worthwhile and thread a memory that will
stay through time, as we shall henceforth be known as husband and wife.
PS: This write up was actually acknowledged by Jimbo Cuenco; the
drummer of SUD Band.

Room Three -Zero -Five (305)
-Nha nha

In the four corner of the room
A place rest for our every doom
A safe haven for the likes of us
A place to study ‘til we all pass
In here continuously memories are built
With fellow friends and cadets stories are shared
From the good times through those sad, bad moments
Constantly bonds grows stronger, flexible and bent
We spit fire to each other
Then quarrels poured with cold water
We stop, rest and laugh again
A wonderful feeling! Like nothing happened
These memories I will never forget
UNTIL LAST DAYS I will cherish it
Room 305 in a cou

AYOKO MUNANG UMIBIG
2C WAPELLE

Ayoko muna, ganito muna ako.
Ako muna, bago ikaw, bago tayo.
Buuin ko muna ang sarili ko
Bago natin buuin ang ating mga plano.
Ako muna, sarili ko muna.
Ihahanda ko muna ang sarili ko
Bago ako papasok sa buhay mo.
Nang sa ganun ay hindi tayo mahirapan pareho
Ayoko muna. Ganito muna ako.
Tutulungan ko muna ang pamilya ko.
Babawi muna ako sa mga magulang ko.
Bago natin tuparin ang ating mga pangako.
Ako muna, sarili ko muna
Kasi kung hindi,
Pareho tayo ng kahahantungan… Basag. Wasak.
At ayokong dun magwawakas ang ating pag-iibigan.
Ayoko muna. Ganito muna ako.
Nang sa ganun ay magagawa ko muna ang mga hilig ko
Mga gusto kong gawin simula nung bata pa ako
Tsaka natin sabay gawin ang mga gusto natin pareho.
Ako muna, sarili ko muna.
Gagawin ko muna ang mga bagay na hindi ko magagawa
pag nandyan ka na
Lulubusin ko muna ang pagiging mag isa.
Para pag tayo na, masasabi kong ako’y handa na.
Ako muna, sarili ko muna.
Magsisikap muna ako habang wala ka pa.
Tatayo muna ako sa sarili kong mga paa
Para hindi ako magiging pabigat sayo pag tayo na
Ayoko muna. Ganito muna ako.
Mahalin ko muna ang sarili ko bago ko ibuhos lahat sayo.
Nang sa ganun ay buo ang pagmamahal ko.
At buo ang taong mamahalin mo.

Hahanapin ko muna ang sarili ko
Bago ko ipagkatiwala ang puso ko
Tsaka na.. tsaka na pag maayos na.
Aayusin ko muna,
Nang sa ganun ay handa ako para sa ating dalawa.
Mahal na mahal kita
Pero patawad, mahal ko.
Sarili ko muna sa ngayon.
Sana maintindihan mo yon.

For the Future
For the future
Sacrifices had to be made
Going against nature
All for the past to fade
Child dream in splendor
Braving the ahead unknown
Equipped with nothing but honor
Show them all where I’ve grown
All for Justice, Integrity, and Service
Ready to proceed in a moment’s notice
Aiming for refined individuals
Gifted with mirth and great annals
Despite hardship awaiting
The cadet is staying, never leaving
Pain is temporary yet glory’s fraternity
In the service of the Grand Fraternity

THE ARTIST GALORE
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